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ABSTRACT 
 
It is not common to find negative Poisson’s ratio in nature but it exists in auxetic 
materials. The auxetic property enables the material to elongate in both vertical and 
horizontal directions under tension. Cellular honeycombs with repetitive reentrant cells 
are a common example of auxetics. This thesis investigates the geometric impacts of a 
reentrant structure originating from honeycombs on the negative Poisson’s ratio of the 
structure. Finite Element Method is used for the simulation, with the commercial software 
ANSYS APDL 15.0. The negative Poisson’s ratios under different geometric parameters 
are discussed based on the simulation results with small displacement and linear plane 
elements. Geometric non-linearity is also taken into consideration for large displacement 
which occurs in the experiments. Non-linear plane elements are used in the simulation 
with non-linear geometric deformations. Experimental Poisson’s ratios are collected from 
tension tests conducted on 3D printed reentrant honeycomb structures, to evaluate the 
simulation’s accuracy.  The simulated results do reflect the same trend in the geometric 
effects on the negative Poisson’s ratio compared to the corresponding experimental cases, 
although, there are numerical discrepancies between simulation and experiments. Causes 
of the differences are analysed. Possible improvements which can be carried out in the 
future are suggested.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 BACKGROUND  
Poisson’s ratio (PR), also denoted with the Greek letter υ (nu), is a dimensionless constant 
which is defined as the negative ratio of the transverse contractile strain to the longitudinal 
tensile strain when the material is under longitudinal tension. If tensile deformation and 
compressive deformation are considered as positive and negative, respectively, then the 
PR is normally between 0 and 0.5 for most common engineering materials [1]. However, 
auxetic materials exhibit a negative PR [2]. They are materials or structures which have 
increased width under tension and become narrower when being compressed [3]. Figure 
1-1 intuitively illustrates the difference in deformation for auxetic and non-auxetic cases.    
 
Figure 1-1 Schematic figure of deformation (a) for the case of positive PR. (b) for the case of 
negative PR [1] 
For isotropic linear elastic three-dimensional (3D) materials, the range for υ is between -
1 and 0.5, inclusive [4-6]. It is assumed to be within the range of -1 to 1 for isotropic 2D 
materials [7]. However, auxetic materials make it possible for negative PR to have 
different limits [8]. For anisotropic auxetic materials, the PR is dependent on the direction 
of stretch [9] and the transverse directions [10]. When negative υ is only observed in 
certain directions and positive υ is found in other directions, then the material can be 
described to possess partial auxeticity [11]. 
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It is not common to find materials with auxetic behaviours in nature. The first study to 
prove the existence of natural auxetic material can be dated back to 1882. It was “iron 
pyrite monocrystals experimented on the twisting and bending of mineral rods” [12]. The 
PR was approximately - 
1
7
 [13]. Several other types of such material in nature, including 
“silicones [14], zeolites [15], and silicates [16]” were found as well. Negative Poisson’s 
ratios also exists in biological tissues, such as “cat skin [17], cow teat skin [18]” and so 
forth. Because of the lack of varieties of natural auxetic materials, scientists made an 
effort to artificially manufacture them [19]. They are the first research team to succeed in 
1987. As a result, auxetic foam was synthesised [20].  
Auxetic materials have attracted the interest of various researchers due to their unique 
properties of the material structure. For instance, auxeticity alters the mechanical 
properties of materials with negative Poisson’s ratios, and results in a higher indentation 
resistance, shear stiffness, and so forth, in comparison with traditional materials. 
Therefore, auxetic materials have more advantages for technological applications, 
compared to some conventional materials [21]. It is possible to achieve this 
counterintuitive behaviour, i.e., auxetic properties, at the macroscopic, molecular or 
microscopic level [22]. A number of auxetic materials have been artificially fabricated at 
different scales over the last few decades. Auxeticity is observed to be independent of the 
size of the synthesized material [1] .  
1.2 PROJECT MOTIVATION 
Negative PR is the property which directly examines the auxeticity of a material. The 
success of the synthesis of auxetic materials makes it viable to alter the range of PR [23]. 
Modifying the structure of non-auxetic materials into specific topology can convert 
conventional materials into auxetic materials with a certain PR [24-28]. The reentrant 
honeycomb structure studied in this project is an example of this conversion. such cellular 
materials have the potential to be used for insulation, kinetic energy absorption, or as the 
core in sandwich structures [29]. The results obtained from this project can be used to 
tailor and modify the structures of cellular auxetic materials to yield a specific PR for 
practical applications [30]. To be more specific, understanding the geometric dependence 
of the negative PR in cellular reentrant honeycombs is able to help optimise the structure. 
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Thus, for a given PR, the cellular structure’s weight can be minimised. Section 2.2.1 
details the relationship between negative PR and other engineering constants. 
Conclusions drawn from this project regarding the PR’s geometric dependence in cellular 
reentrant honeycombs also contributes to the research of other mechanical properties in 
auxetic materials.  
1.3 OBJECTIVES AND DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT 
The objective of this project is to study how the negative PR in a reentrant honeycomb 
structure is affected by its geometric changes via finite element method (FEM) simulation. 
Experiments were also done to verify the theoretical results.  
A honeycomb structure with repetitive reentrant unit cells is the model studied in this 
project because auxeticity exhibits in this type of structure. The dependence of the 
negative PR on the geometric parameters is investigated through numerical method with 
the commercial finite element software ANSYS. Simulation is done in two different ways. 
The first one assumes small deflection in the model so it is modelled with linear plane 
elements. The mesh can be properly designed at locations of interest so accuracy can be 
guaranteed when the displacement is sufficiently small. The second method is under the 
larger displacement. Thus, the model needs to be simulated with non-linear plane 
elements with geometric non-linearity active and inactive. At the same time, a few 
geometries are 3D printed for tension tests, where displacements can be digitally 
measured. Thus, experimental Poisson’s ratios can be obtained. They are then compared 
with the simulated results to see their discrepancies.  
1.4 THESIS STRUCTURE 
This thesis consists of sevens chapters. After the introduction in Chapter 1, literature 
related to auxetic materials is reviewed in Chapter 2. A few different auxetic models, 
typical auxetic properties and potential applications are introduced. Previous work on the 
reentrant model is also reviewed. Chapter 3 uses flow charts to outline the approaches 
taken for simulation and experimentation, respectively. Chapter 4 presents the simulated 
Poisson’s ratios from different geometric schemes with linear plane elements under linear 
geometric deformations. Chapter 5 takes large deflection into account and non-linear 
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plane elements are used in simulation. This is because in the experiments large 
displacement is applied to the structure to obtain measureable results so previous 
simulation with geometric linearity is not suitable to compare with experimentation. Thus, 
non-linear plane elements with non-linear geometric deformations are used to simulate 
cases to be compared with the experimental results. Chapter 6 collates all the 
experimental results to compare with the corresponding simulated ratios. Conclusions 
regarding the achievements and problems from this project are drawn in Chapter 7 along 
with the potential improvements suggested for the future study.  
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 
2.1 AUXETIC MODELS 
2.1.1 Auxetic Cellular Honeycomb Structure 
The first macroscopic cellular structure with a negative PR was achieved in 1982 [31]. 
The dominant mechanism of such a structure is rib hinging of the cells. Compared to other 
types of auxetic materials, cellular honeycombs exhibit auxeticity because of their unique 
geometric structure. As a result, mechanical properties are enhanced due to the effect of 
global stiffening [32]. The improved mechanical properties of auxetic materials are 
discussed in Section 2.2. There are different cellular honeycomb models which can 
demonstrate the auxetic characteristics. Some common ones have “reentrant” [1] or 
“chiral unit cells” [33], and some are “rotating rigid and semi-rigid deformation models 
[34]”.  
2.1.1.1 Reentrant Structure 
The reentrant structure is shown in Figure 2-1. It originates from the honeycomb structure, 
which has repetitive hexagonal cells. The conventional honeycomb structure undergoes 
elongation in the y direction and shrinks along the x direction under tension vertically. 
After modifying it with reentrants, the new model now has protruding ribs pointing 
outward. The reenrant ribs bend and pull at the same time under uniaxial tension, resulting 
in stretching both longitudinally and transversely [32]. Consequently, the cellular area 
and volume both increase due to the deformation, which results in the counterintuitive 
behaviour of auxetic materials [35]. The deformation mechanism for both the honeycomb 
structure and the modified reentrant structure is the same, which is rib hinging [3]. As 
depicted in Figure 2-1, the ribs of the structure open under the vertical uniaxial loading, 
which leads to a greater cellular area.  
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Figure 2-1 Reentrant structure with auxeticity under uniaxial loading [1] 
2.1.1.2 Chiral Structure 
The chiral honeycomb structure and the unit cell of such structure are revealed in Figure 
2-2. The main component of the unit cell is a node at the centre, linked by a few straight 
ribs. The dimension of the ribs can be varied [35]. The ribs connect the central node 
tangentially at the node’s outer face. There is only rotation reflection in the structure due 
to the lack of symmetrical nature of the chiral structure [36]. 2D chiral model, in Figure 
2-2 (a), is isotropic, so its PR is approximately -1 [37]. When a tensile or compressive 
load is applied on the structure, every unit cell is under torsion. Therefore, each central 
node rotates. This results in twisting or untwisting of the cells. Therefore, the overall 
structure contacts or expands [12]. 
 
Figure 2-2 (a) The chiral structure [37] and (b) its unit cell [38]. 
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2.1.1.3 Rotating Rigid and Semi-rigid Deformation Structure 
 
Figure 2-3 Deformation of the model under tension [39] 
 
Figure 2-4 (a) Squared unit cell geometry [40] and (b) Triangular unit cell geometry [41]. 
This model, as shown in  Figure 2-3, contains a “rigid system connected by semi-rigid 
hinges in its corners” [12]. In this way, the structure expands bidirectionally under 
tension. Figure 2-4 (b) illustrates the deformation of the structure. When the model is 
under a tensile load, the hinges are under rotation, which leads the overall structure to 
unfold. There is a variety of unit cell geometries available for this type of structure, such 
as rectangles [34] and squares [40, 42], triangles [39, 43] and so forth.  Figure 2-4 reveal 
two examples of the rotating rigid and semi-rigid structure.  
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2.1.1.4 Foams 
 
Figure 2-5 Environmental scanning electron micrographs of (a) conventional polymeric foams  and 
(b) auxetic polymeric foams [1] 
Auxetic foams have been developed with polymers, e.g. silicone rubber, and metals, e.g. 
copper [44]. The PR of all types of foams studied is dependent on strain. The primary 
mechanism for foams during deformation is the flexure of cell ribs [29, 45]. When ribs 
are thin, rib stretching starts to become more obvious to be observed when the structure 
undergoes deformation [45].  Similar to the 2D honeycombs, in order to realise auxeticity 
in foams, the “convex polyhedral cell shape” of traditional foams needs to be converted 
to a “more convoluted cell structure” [1]. Figure 2-5 illustrates the difference between 
these two types of foams. PR of -0.7 was achieved by converting tradional polymeric 
foams with open cells into reentrant auxetic foams [20]. However, the exact conversion 
process is dependent on the density and type of the conventional foams. Choi and Lakes 
in 1992 reported that the PR of metallic reentrant foams can be as low as -0.8. These two 
values, -0.7 and -0.8, are both close to the lower limit of PR in isotropic materials, which 
is -1.  
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2.1.2 Auxetic Microporous Polymers 
 
Figure 2-6 (a) Scanning electron micrograph of the PTFE microstructure and (b) simplification of 
the PTFE microstructure [1]. 
Auxeticity in microporous polymers was first discovered in “an expanded form of 
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)” in 1989. As PR is significantly dependent on strain, a 
value of -12 for PR was reported in this case in some direction in PTFE [46]. According 
to morphological studies and modelling done by Evans and Caddock in 1989, the 
microstructure of PTFE is the cause for the aforementioned auxeticity. In PTFE, 3D 
particles are in array and are “interconnected by fibrils”, as shown in Figure 2-6 (a), This 
microstructure can be ideally simplified to “2D reentrant regular array of rectangular 
nodules interconnected by fibrils”, as presented in Figure 2-6 (b). Under uniaxial tension, 
the fibrils rotate with respect to the connection with the nodules and the overall structure 
then undergoes expansion [1].  
In addition to auxetic PTFE, ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) is 
another option to achieve auxeticity. Many mechanical properties are largely altered in 
auxetic microporous polymers. For example, indentation resistance is significantly 
improved [49] and the attenuation coefficient for ultrasonic signals is enhanced [50] in 
auxetic UHMWPE. This makes it possible for auxetic microporous polymers to be 
tailored and used in many applications, as detailed in Section 2.3.   
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2.1.3 Auxetic Composites 
Composites with fibre-reinforced laminates can have negative effective Poisson’s ratios. 
For instance, laminated composites with continuous unidirectional carbon fibres 
embedded in epoxy resin can be auxetic when θ is between 15˚ and 30˚, which aligns with 
laminate theory [51]. Stacking conventional angle-ply composite laminates in a particular 
order is also able to result in auxeticity. In this case, it is essential to ensure the selected 
laminae are anisotropic. The stacking sequence is decided by the aid of software to realise 
auxeticity either in-plane or out-of-plane. Then the plies are laminated following the 
predetermined order by traditional fabrication techniques [52]. Another method to 
fabricate auxetic composites is called “composites with auxetic inclusions”. Inclusions 
here refer to materials in different shapes which are implanted in a matrix. The materials 
used can be non-auxetic and the shape is the key to achieve auxeticity. Finite element 
method is used to analyse the mechanism of the shape for the inclusions during 
deformation. Then composites are manufactured according to the simulated analysis. The 
phase properties, such as “volume, area fraction, matrix”, etc., and material shapes, such 
as “discs, spheres, blades”, etc., have significant influence on the effective PR of the 
composites fabricated this way  [52].  
2.1.4 Molecular Auxetics 
Since the auxetic behaviour is scale-independent, auxeticity can be realised on a 
molecular level. Molecular auxetic network design was first attempted in a “2D system 
of hard cyclic hexamers” [53]. Evans, et al. in 1991 proposed a chemically rigid molecular 
network with reentrant cells to achieve auxeticity as shown in Figure 2-7 (a). They 
proposed to reproduce reentrant honeycombs on the molecular level, with the form (n, 
m)-reflexyne. In this case, n represents “the number of acetylene links on the diagonal 
branches”, and m is the “number of links on the vertical branches” [3]. Figure 2-7 (b) 
illustrates another molecular design for molecular auxetic materials proposed by He, et 
al., in 1998. In this design, auxeticity is achieved by the reorientation of laterally 
connected rods, which is driven by site-connectivity, “in main chain liquid crystalline 
polymers”. When a tensile load is applied, the spacers in the polymer chain force the rods 
to stretch as in Figure 2-7 (b) bottom, and eventually push apart the chains nearby. There 
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are other molecular materials with certain microstructures which can also achieve 
auxeticity, such as elemental metal [54], silicon dioxide [55], etc. 
 
Figure 2-7 (a) (1,4)-reflexyne with a negative PR [3] (b) Top: Arrangement of laterally attached rods 
in a main chain liquid crystalline polymer. The nematic field leads to orientation of the laterally 
attached rods parallel to the polymer chain axis. Bottom: Under tensile stress, full extension of the 
polymer main chain forces the laterally attached rods normal to the chain axis. If the laterally 
attached rods are sufficiently long, the interchain distance could increase, leading to an expansion in 
the direction normal to the chain axis and hence to auxetic behaviour [56] 
 
  AUXETIC MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
As mentioned above, auxetic materials have enhanced properties due to the 
counterintuitive behaviour under applied load. It is shown theoretically and 
experimentally that properties of materials can be improved by auxeticity [32]. Some 
general auxetic material properties are introduced in this section. 
2.2.1 Mechanical Properties of Auxetic Materials 
The elastic behaviour of a 3D isotropic solid body can be described by two out of the four 
constants, i.e. the Young’s modulus (E), the Poisson’s ratio (ν), the shear modulus (G), 
and the bulk modulus (K) [57-59]. The relationship is as follows in Eqs. (1) and      (2) 
[4, 60].  
𝐺 =
3𝐾(1−2𝜈)
2(1+𝜈)
               (1) 
𝐸 = 2𝐺(1 + 𝜈) = 3𝐾(1 − 2𝜈)            (2) 
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For non-auxetic isotropic materials, E is “at least twice” G. However, in auxetic materials, 
the difference between these two moduli is smaller as PR reduces. When the PR is -0.5, 
E and G are equivalent, which means the compressibility of the material is largely reduced 
but its resistance to shear is enhanced. If PR further reduces to be smaller than -0.5, then 
G will become greater than E [32].  Therefore: 
When ν < 0, G ≫ K  
When ν > 0, G ≪ K 
 
Figure 2-8 Correlation of K and G with ν and stability [61] 
 
Figure 2-8 reveals the correlation of the bulk and shear moduli with the PR and stability 
of the material. G is positive for the solid to be stable [62]. Thus, from Eq. (1) and (2), 
the limit for PR is from -1 to 0.5.  So when PR is extremely small, then G tends towards 
to be infinity. 
Auxetic materials have higher fracture toughness compared to conventional materials 
since the crack propagation is lower in materials with negative PR [63]. Auxetic materials 
expand both laterally and longitudinally, so if there is a crack in the material, auxeticity 
tends to close up the crack once the auxetic material is under an applied load.  
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2.2.2 Indentation Resistance 
 
Figure 2-9 Indentation resistance for (a) non-auxetic and (b) auxetic materials [1] 
Figure 2-9 reveals the comparison between nonauxetic and auxetic materials under 
vertical compression. In normal material, the material flows horizontally when a vertical 
compressive load is applied. This results in a lower density at the point of impact so the 
indentation resistance decreases accordingly. However, for an auxetic material, material 
flows inwards in the lateral direction around the impacted spot. Thus, the material 
densifies bidirectionally as shown in Figure 2-9 (b), which enhances the indentation 
resistance of the material [1]. 
The formula for the indentation resistance in auxetic materials is defined as Eq. (3) 
according to the theory of elasticity. 
Η ∝ [
𝐸
(1−𝜈2)
]
𝛾
                 (3) 
Where γ is 1 for uniform pressure distribution and is 
2
3
 for Hertzian indentation [32].   
It can be observed from Eq. (3) that (1 − ν2) and the hardness have a negative correlation. 
When the PR approaches -1, H increases infinitely.  
2.2.3 Acoustic Absorption 
Materials with a negative PR have better sound and damping absorption than normal 
materials [64]. In particular, auxetic foams have better performance in absorbing sound, 
independent of frequency levels, compared to conventional foams. Auxetic foams have 
smaller pores which are able to absorb sound more effectively in comparison to the ones 
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with larger pore sizes [65]. Alderson K.L., et al., in 1997, reported that auxetic UHMWPE 
has an ultrasonic attenuation value 1.5 times of that in non-auxetic UHMWPE and three 
times of that in conventional materials.  
2.2.4 Synclastic Behaviour 
 
Figure 2-10 Curvature of (a) non-auxetic and (b) auxetic panels [1, 41]. 
When a specimen has a bending moment, it is subjected to both tensile and compressive 
stresses. Conventional non-auxetic materials behave as in Figure 2-10 (a). If it is auxetic, 
then the outer surface, which is in tension, undergoes expansion and the interior, which 
is in compression, contracts. Thus a dome-like shape is formed such as in Figure 2-10 (b) 
[1]. 
Sandwich panels with auxetic reentrant honeycomb cores exhibit synclastic behaviour. 
This is desirable for aerospace applications because the auxetic panels are able to deform 
into “doubly curved or domed shapes” resulting from the synclastic property. This 
eliminates the need to use costly manufacturing techniques, required for non-auxetic 
materials, which are anticlastic [1].  
2.2.5 Variable Permeability 
For auxetic materials, the geometric change of the structure is directly the reflection of 
the dimensional variable of each unit cell. Thus, under different deformation conditions, 
each cell works like a pore which is able to close and open to allow particles of various 
sizes to go through [35]. Figure 2-11 intuitively illustrates this characteristic. 
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Figure 2-11 Variable permeability [43] 
2.2.6 Shape Memory Auxetics 
Shape memory refers to the ability of a material to remember and return to its initial shape 
when “subjected to a plastic or semi-plastic deformation” “under a specific thermal 
stimulation” [66]. Researchers believe that there is possibility to synthesise “auxetic 
foams which can be reverted to traditional foams a few times with no loss in mechanical 
properties” [67, 68]. This property comes in handy when different temperature conditions 
are involved [69] and nonauxetic and auxetic characteristics are both required [70].   
  APPLICATIONS OF AUXETIC MATERIALS 
2.3.1 Biomedical Applications 
In  biomedical engineering, microporous and cellular auxetic materials can be used to 
develop new tools and mechanism for conducting surgeries [12]. For instance, under 
applied tension, an auxetic expanded PTFE rod or sheath is able to expand arteries or 
other blood vessels in coronary angioplasties or similar procedures. Figure 2-12 (a) 
presents a schematic diagram for a blood vessel dilator. Moreover, auxeticity can be used 
in artificial blood vessels. When a pulse of blood flows through the vessel made with non-
auxetic materials, the thickness of the wall tends to reduce. As a result, rupture of the 
blood vessel is likely. However, auxetic blood vessels become thicker when a pulse of 
blood flows through, which minimises the likelihood of rupture of the vessel due to the 
reduced thickness of the wall [1, 71]. Figure 2-12 (b) shows the comparison between 
blood vessels with and without auxeticity.  
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Figure 2-12 (a) Applying tension to the auxetic sheath causes it to expand laterally, which opens up 
the artery [71].  (b) Top: non-auxetic blood vessel, Bottom: auxetic blood vessel [1]. 
A patent application reveals the viability of artificial auxetic intervertebral discs. 
Conventional discs used for intervertebral surgeries have inherent problems, such as 
implant failure caused by the mismatch and wear between the implant and the vertebral 
bone shape. However, auxetic spinal implants have improved indentation resistance and 
fracture toughness, and have a cushioning effect at the point of insertion. Hence, they are 
more wearable, biocompatible and durable, when compared to conventional materials  
[72]. 
Auxeticity can also be used in the design of drug delivery due to the shape memory 
property and deformation mechanism of auxetic materials. When a bandage with drugs is 
applied to the swelling wound, the former gets stretched and thus delivers the medicine 
into the wound. When the wound is healing, the pores on the bandages close up and 
gradually return to the original shape [73-75]. The process is illustrated in Figure 2-13. 
 
Artery 
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Figure 2-13 Mechanism of auxetic bandages loaded with drug: (a) bandage applied to wound, (b) 
infected wound swells and pores open up, and (c) wound heals and pores closed [76]. 
2.3.2 Filters 
Conventional filters tend to have low filtration efficiency when they become fouled as 
the porosity is decreased. However, a self-regulating honeycomb filter with reentrant cells 
can be an ideal replacement. When an auxetic filter is fouled, the pressure is increased as 
the substance tries to flow through it. The increased pressure makes the filter shape double 
curved, which enlarges the pore sizes of the filter in compensation for the reduced 
filtration efficiency caused by fouling. Alternatively, when in-plane tension is applied to 
the fouled auxetic reentrant honeycomb filter, due to the deformation mechanism, the 
pores are opened up, which increases the filtration performance effectively [77].  
2.3.3 Press-Fit Fasteners 
Another application of auxetic material is fastening devices. The counterintuitive 
deformation mechanism makes it easy to insert an auxetic press-fit fastener, but hard to 
remove because auxeticity enables the fastener to expand dramatically under tension [78]. 
It can be observed from Figure 2-14 that the force required to remove the fastener is much 
greater than inserting it.  
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Figure 2-14 Auxetic fastener behaviour [78] 
2.3.4 Sensors 
Li, et al., recently have developed a type of piezoresistive pressure sensor fabricated with 
auxetic foams. Piezoresistivity is one of the mechanisms often used in the design of 
sensors. The change in the resistance transforms the force exerted into an electrical signal 
in piezoresistive pressure sensors. It is experimentally proven that the piezoresistive 
sensitivity in an auxetic foam sensor (AFS) with reentrant cells, where the PR is -0.5, is 
improved by three times compared to a conventional foam sensor, where the PR is 0.4. 
Over a large range of strain, the former has superior sensing performance than the latter. 
[79]. Auxetic foam sensors can be used in many different situations. For instance, it can 
measure the real-time pressure resulting from impact forces when attached inside a 
helmet.  A skin-attachable AFS is able to measure the physical force from heartbeats 
when attached above an artery. Body motion can be more accurately monitored with the 
aid of AFS. An auxetic foam sensor can also be incorporated into wearable equipment. 
Different gestures can be recognised when it monitors the motion of a finger. Similarly, 
foot pressure in various gait phases can be detected [79]. 
2.3.5 Aerospace and Military Applications 
Some auxetic materials have already been used in aerospace applications. Pyrolytic 
graphite, with a PR of -0.21, is used in thermal protection systems in space [80]. Auxetic 
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Ni3Al large single crystals whose minimum PR is -0.18 can be used as a part of gas turbine 
engines in aircraft [54, 81].  
The chiral structure can be used to manufacture antenna for missions in space due to the 
shape memory properties of the model [82]. The antenna has to be folded because there 
is limited space for the rocket launchers. When they are in space, the structure is subjected 
to heat energy from the sun, so it unfolds itself to the original shape, as depicted in Figure 
2-15.  
Auxetic fibres can be used as reinforcement in textiles or composite materials as a result 
of their improved indentation resistance. Therefore, auxetic fibrous reinforcement is ideal 
to be utilised in protective clothing, bullet-proof helmets and vests, combat jackets, and 
as vehicle body parts too [32]. 
 
Figure 2-15 (a) Folded chiral structure and (b) unfolded auxetic antenna [82]. 
2.3.6 Limitations in Applications 
The special microstructures of auxetic materials require enough space for ribs to hinge 
and nodules to spread. That means substantial porosity is necessary for auxetic materials. 
As a result, auxetic materials are more porous and thus “less stiff than the solids from 
which they are made”, which leads to limitations for such materials in structural 
applications. For example, auxetic materials are not dense enough to be used as load-
bearing parts [83].  
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 CURRENT STUDY TRENDS 
2.4.1 New Research Areas 
Studies regarding auxetic behaviours in nanoscale have attracted much attention as they 
have high potential for many different applications. Many researchers have reported their 
work related to this subject. Negative in-plane PR has previously been achieved in 3D 
pillared graphene structures [84]. Auxeticity can also be realised in graphene under 
special conditions, for example at an extremely high temperature [85]. However, it has 
been reported that defected graphene with vacancies lead to unsuccessful development of 
negative PR, but Dettori, et al., believe that a low vacancy concentration does introduce 
a smaller PR [86, 87]. Grima, et al., in 2015, simulated via molecular dynamics to tailor 
defected graphene to exhibit auxeticity. Models with different levels of defection were 
constructed. Higher defection level results in a more wrinkled graphene sheet, whose 
conformation is similar to a piece of crumpled paper in macroscale. Under expansion, the 
crumpled paper de-wrinkles and unfolds so it reveals auxeticity. The molecular 
simulations prove that defected graphene sheets can exhibit auxetic behaviours. 
Auxeticity is tunable based on the level of defection in the graphene sheets.  
New fabrication techniques for auxetic materials are also of interest for researchers. For 
example, the Helical Auxetic Yarn (HAY) is a newly invented reinforcement with a 
negative PR to be used in composites. Zhang, et al., in 2005, developed the improved 
HAY, which is an auxetic three-component yarn. The first component is “a stiff wrap 
fibre” and it helically winds the second component, which is “an electronic core”, coated 
by the third one, which is a sheath. The advantage of this development is that slippage 
resulting from the wrap can be overcome. 
Scientists have also studied auxetic structures with various types of unit cell topology. 
For instance, a repetitive chiral structure was researched in regards to its stress intensity 
factor. Along with its von Mises stress, the structure’s shape and size of the plasticity 
zone can be estimated [88]. 2D and 3D analytical models which have structures with 
rotating rigid units were developed and the mechanical properties were investigated. 
Auxeticity was realised in 2D rotating rigid units, and now the concept can be transferred 
into 3D auxetic systems. Detailed analysis shows that the 3D models studied can have six 
on-axis negative Poisson’s ratios under on-axis loading  [89]. 2D auxetic materials with 
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reentrant unit cells also have been studied before in regards to their mechanical properties. 
In particular, the dependence of the negative PR on the base material and geometric 
parameters in a 2D reentrant structure has been reported recently. Section 2.4.2 details 
the work done by the scientists regarding the research of the auxeticity of the reentrant 
model.  
2.4.2 Previous Work on the Reentrant Model 
 
Figure 2-16  (a) The overall reentrant structure with repetitive unit cells and (b) the geometry of the 
unit cell [30]. 
Carneiro, et al., in 2015, used finite element analysis to explore the reentrant structure, as 
depicted in Figure 2-16 (a), to find the relationship between the negative PR and model 
parameters.  The ribs in Figure 2-16 (b) have universal length, a, and width, c, and angle, 
θ, between every two ribs. It is found that an increasing rib width leads to a greater PR of 
the structure. The rib length a, is identified as the key factor to determine the PR value. 
The longer the rib is, the smaller the PR becomes. This paper also relates the rib width 
and the rib length of the reentrant lattice to the aspect ratio (AR). It is stated that when 
the AR of the structure remains constant, PR does not change [30].  
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Figure 2-17 Different ν values resulted from the variation of AR and θ [30] 
The initial angle between ribs, θ, was analysed and proved to have an impact on PR. The 
change in PR is positively proportional with respect to θ. However, when θ reduces to an 
extremely small value, the PR was observed to increase if there is an angular reduction 
[30]. Figure 2-17 intuitively reveals the auxetic and nonauxetic behaviour of the reentrant 
structure studied. There are critical angles where the transition between the two types of 
behaviours happens.  
This paper also studied the influence from the base material’s properties on the PR of the 
structure. The Young’s modulus and the PR of the base material were varied. The 
simulated results show that the PR of the structure does not change with respect to the 
variation of the base material’s properties. Therefore, it is stated that the aspect ratio, and 
the initial angle between ribs, θ, are the predominant parameters for the determination of 
the negative PR in the reentrant structure [30]. However, this article involves neither 
experiments nor non-linear geometric deformations. Furthermore, the structure studied in 
the article is not reentrant honeycombs. Thus, in comparison to the paper, this thesis is 
expected to provide insights regarding the auxetic behaviour in a reentrant honeycomb 
model and how the PR behaves under the geometric effects experimentally compared to 
simulation. In other words, with the presence of experimental results, the difference 
between simulation and experimentation can be identified and analysed. The simulation 
of non-linear geometric deformations included in this thesis aims at producing results 
based on the experimental conditions. Furthermore, this project uses linear and non-linear 
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plane elements in simulation separately. Thus, in addition to the study of the geometric 
dependence on the negative PR in a reentrant honeycomb structure, this thesis also takes 
geometric non-linearity and different plane element types into consideration, as well as 
conducting corresponding experiments for comparison purpose with respect to simulated 
results.  
 3D PRINTING FOR THE FABRICATION OF AUXETIC MATERIALS 
This rapid prototyping technique was invented in the 1980s, and it is attracting lots of 
attentions at the moment. It deploys Computer Aided Design (CAD) software to complete 
digital slices and then send all the information to the 3D printer. The continuous thin 
slices are stacked layer by layer, until a solid object is formed. Compared to traditional 
reductive manufacturing techniques, for instance cutting, drilling and milling, 3D printing 
is additive manufacturing. This project employs 3D printing to produce the samples used 
for experiments due to the advantages of such technique outlined as follows: 
1) The manufacturing period is largely reduced.  
2) 3D printing is suitable for personalised models with complex structures and high 
added value[90].  
2.5.1 Technique Classification 
The main 3D printing technique can be categorised according to different process types. 
Examples for each process type are summarised in Table 2-1 below, along with the typical 
materials used. The 3D printer used in this project fabricates models through fused 
deposition modelling (FDM), so this specific technique is introduced in Section 2.5.2. 
Table 2-1 3D printing technique classification 
Process Types Typical Example(s) Typical Material(s) Used 
Extrusion 
Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM) Thermoplastics, such as ABS, 
PLA or nylon, etc. Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF) 
Wire 
Electron Bream Freeform Fabrication 
(EBF) 
Most metal alloy 
Granular 
Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) 
Most metal alloy 
 
Selective Laser Melting (SLM) 
Direct Metal Laser Sintering (DMLS) 
Inkjet 
Three Dimensional Printing and Gluing 
(3DP) 
Plaster 
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Laminated Laminated Object Manufacturing (LOM) 
Paper, ceramics, composites, 
plastics, metals 
Light 
Polymerised 
Digital Light Processing (DLP) Polymer 
2.5.2 Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM) 
Originally this technique was invented by S.Scott Crump and then commercialised by 
Stratasys. Thermoplastic material, for instance ABS and PLA, can be used for this method 
[90]. Figure 2-18 illustrates how the FDM technique works. A molten filament of this 
type of material is extruded from the nozzle and deposits a layer each time from the 
bottom to the top [91]. A coil attached on the 3D printer unwinds and supplies the filament 
to the nozzle inside which the part called liquefier heats up the materials to be softened 
and melted. Then the semi-liquid thermoplastic is extruded on the printer’s platform along 
the predetermined path. If it is necessary, a removable support is also printed serving as 
the scaffolding of the printed model [92]. FDM is a simple and clean process and does 
not produce waste. The thermoplastic material primarily used for FDM, Acrylonitrile 
Butadiene Styrene (ABS), is chemically stable, so it is suitable for medical applications. 
However, the surface of the printed model is usually coarse so post-process polishing is 
often required. The printing speed is low as the extruder is mechanically controlled [90]. 
 
Figure 2-18  Illustration for the FDM technique [93] 
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2.5.3 Typical Materials used for FDM 
FDM utilises thermoplastics for product manufacturing. However, there are only a limited 
range of thermoplastic materials available in the market and some of them require high 
costs [93].  A few ways used to justify whether or not a thermoplastic material is suitable 
for FDM are listed below.  
1) First extrusion to form plastic filament 
2) Second extrusion and process during printing 
3) End use 
To be more specific, firstly, a thermoplastic material has to be drawn to plastic filament 
as feedstock for 3D printing prior to the commencement of the process. In other words, 
this is the first extrusion. Secondly, the filament is heated to be molten and extruded for 
a second time in order to be able to be laid during the printing process. It is expected that 
during the second extrusion, the molten filament lies to form parts accurately. After 3D 
printing is done, the material’s properties, such as hardness, ductility, and so forth, should 
be able to satisfy the intended purpose of the printed part.  
Most thermoplastic materials can pass the first test, with, however, different requirements 
for time and cost. Among all of them, polylactic acid (PLA) and acrylonitrile butadiene 
styrene (ABS) stand out [94]. The 3D printer utilised in this thesis project uses ABS 
filament. 
ABS, which is extracted from oil, starts to soften at 105˚C and its melting point is 240˚C. 
Therefore, ABS is usually printed between 210-240˚C. Prior to printing, the printer’s 
platform is heated to produce a better adherence between the molten filament and the bed. 
Generally speaking, extruding ABS from a heated extruder does not cause clogging, but 
this material shrinks after cooling down. In this case, during the printing process, when 
the base part cools, as the height of the printed model increases, it is likely to crack or 
split. This is also why ABS requires a heated bed [95].   
Products printed with ABS are lightweight, electrically insulated, sturdy and durable, 
such that they can be used as car parts, for example. Due to the solubility in acetone, it is 
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viable to recycle this material by dissolving it in acetone. So it is more easily recycled 
compared to PLA [94]. 
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Chapter 3 Methodology  
The dependence of the negative PR of the reentrant honeycomb structure on its geometric 
parameters is mainly investigated via the simulation with linear and non-linear plane 
elements. A few models are chosen to be drawn in AutoCAD and then 3D printed. This 
is followed by tensile tests on the printed samples. Desired data, such as horizontal 
displacement of the reference points during the tests, are digitally captured by the digital 
image correlation system, ARAMIS. In this way, experimental Poisson’s ratios can be 
calculated. As a result, the comparison between the PR obtained from simulation and 
experimentation is made and the analysis regarding the difference is carried out. The 
approaches adopted in this project are described in the flow charts for simulation in Figure 
3-1 and for experimentation in Figure 3-2. 
 
Figure 3-1 Simulation methodology (applicable to simulation with linear and non-linear plane 
elements) 
 
 
Figure 3-2 Experimentation methodology 
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Chapter 4 Finite Element Modelling using Linear 
Plane Elements 
4.1  MODEL DESCRIPTION 
The model studied in this project is a reentrant honeycomb structure, originating from 
conventional hexagonal honeycombs, with repetitive unit cells. The overall reentrant 
structure and the unit cell of the geometry are shown in Figure 4-1 (a) and (b) respectively 
below. The width and length of the blue oblique strut, the width and length of the black 
vertical rib, and the reentrant angle between these two parts are all changeable to 
investigate how the PR of the reentrant honeycomb structure changes accordingly. This 
structure reveals anisotropy and usually the properties along its longitudinal direction are 
of interest. Hence, the Poisson’s ratio studied in this project is in the structure’s vertical 
direction. For simplification purpose, from this chapter onwards, “PR” and “ν” refer to 
the Poisson’s ratio in the reentrant honeycomb structure’s longitudinal direction, i.e. νyx. 
 
Figure 4-1 (a) The overall structure of the reentrant structure and (b) the geometry of the unit cell. 
4.2  AIM 
The aim of the finite element modelling is to investigate the effects of the geometric 
parameters a, b, c, d, and θ on the PR of the reentrant honeycombs via finite element 
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analysis (FEA). Therefore, the simulation of the project was divided into a few different 
stages in order to study the parametric influence on this mechanical property one at a 
time. At each stage, a parameter was varied within a range while the others remain 
unchanged. The relationship between parameters is shown in Table 4-1. In this context, 
Stage 1 is the study of parameter a and d. Stages 2 and 3 focus on parameters b and c, 
respectively. Angular variation was also applied to each stage.  
Table 4-1 Parameter relationship 
 a b/a c/b d/c 
Stage 1 [0.5,2] mm 2 5 (2,4) 
Stage 2 1 mm [0.5,2] 5 3 
Stage 3 1 mm 2 [3,10] 3 
The schedule for parametric analysis is detailed in Table 4-2 below. The relationship of 
parameter b, c, and d with respect to parameter a used in Table 4-2 is converted based on 
Table 4-1.  
Table 4-2 Stages of parametric study 
 Fixed parameter Variation range Increment 
Stage 1 
𝑏
𝑎
= 2,
𝑐
𝑎
= 10, 𝜃=60˚ 
𝑎 ∈ [0.5,2] 𝑚𝑚 0.5 mm 
𝑑
𝑎
∈ [22,37] 3 
a=1 mm, 
𝑏
𝑎
= 2,
𝑐
𝑎
= 10 
𝜃 ∈ [30°, 120°] 10˚ 
𝑑
𝑎
∈ [22,37] 3 
Stage 2 a=1 mm, 
𝑐
𝑎
= 10,
𝑑
𝑎
= 30 
𝜃 ∈ [30°, 120°] 10˚ 
𝑏
𝑎
∈ [0.5,2] 0.2 
Stage 3 a=1 mm, 
𝑏
𝑎
= 2,
𝑑
𝑎
= 30 
𝜃 ∈ [30°, 120°] 10˚ 
𝑐
𝑎
∈ [6,20] 2 
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Figure 4-2 Model comparisons through different simulation stages 
Figure 4-2 intuitively shows how the parametric changes affect the model geometry at 
different stages. 
4.3 CONSTRUCTION OF MODELS 
ANSYS Mechanical APDL 15.0 is used to simulate, to yield the PR for each scenario. 
Prior to the construction of a model, element type for analysis and material properties 
should be determined first. In this project, two types of elements are used, Plane 182 
element and Plane 183 element. The former is a type of 2D linear rectangular plane 
element with four nodes, and the latter is a higher order 2D rectangular non-linear plane 
element with six or eight nodes. Each node has two degrees of freedom in both Plane 182 
and 183. Detailed descriptions of these elements and the justification for the choice of 2D 
plane elements can be found in Section 4.4.1. Results obtained using Plane 183 elements 
with geometric non-linearity are presented and discussed in Chapter 5. ABS material 
properties, listed in Table 4-3, were used in simulation as the base material in order to be 
consistent with the filament material used to 3D print the structure for experimental 
testing. The thickness of the structure was set to be 4 mm. 
Table 4-3 ABS properties 
Poisson’s Ratio (ν) 0.35 
Young’s Modulus (E) 2.2 GPa 
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Figure 4-3 Finite element mesh of a unit cell [23] 
Key points were decided first in order to construct a unit cell. The Cartesian coordinate 
for each key point was determined. Lines between every two points wherever necessary 
were drawn, then four lines formed an area. The mesh scheme is different for sections 
with different areas. Mapped mesh was used and the size of the mesh was adjusted based 
on the geometry. Figure 4-3 is an example of the finite element mesh of a unit cell. It is 
evident that mesh is much finer at the joints compared to the vertical and oblique ribs. 
Hence, the deformation behaviours at those joints can be better captured as the rotation 
of the ribs around the joints is the main mechanism in this reentrant auxetic honeycomb 
structure. The overall model was created by copying the constructed unit cells repetitively 
along the desired direction and deleting unnecessary elements and nodes.  Desired 
boundary conditions were applied. The coordinates for the key points, structure’s 
geometric parameters, and equations for the PR of the model were all parametrised. 
Therefore, only the parameters to be varied were modified each time while the rest of the 
script remained unchanged. A sample of the script used for simulation with linear plane 
elements is attached in Chapter 9 Appendix A Script for ANSYS . 
4.4  ELEMENT TYPES CHOICE 
4.4.1 Justification for the Use of Plane Element 
The problem studied in this project can be equated to a plane stress problem, where the 
force is evenly distributed through the thickness of a thin plate and is in the same plane 
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of the plate. The stress components in such a problem do not vary across the thickness 
[96]. Furthermore, plane stress is usually in bodies where one dimension is remarkably 
larger or smaller than the other two. The reentrant structure agrees with this dimensional 
situation [97]. Therefore, it is sufficient to analyse the reentrant honeycombs with 2D 
plane stress elements. However, the reentrant honeycombs studied look like a suitable 
case to use beam elements. There are two types of beam elements that are often utilised 
in ANSYS. Beam 188, a linear element, and the Beam 189, a non-linear element are both 
one-dimensional (1D) line elements. The latter has higher accuracy of the two, but Beam 
189 only has three nodes in each element [98]. In order to be suitable for the use beam 
elements, the longitudinal dimension of the part has to be significantly greater than its 
cross-sectional area [99]. Thus, beam elements actually approximate 3D geometries into 
1D line elements. This simplification results in inaccuracy if it is used for this project. 
For each rib in the structure, there will only be one node across the width of the rib when 
using Beam 189 elements. Exact deformations cannot be simulated especially at the joints 
in the unit cells. Furthermore, reentrant honeycomb structures established in this project 
do not have ribs with a length far greater than their cross section. This provides further 
reasoning as to why the beam element is an invalid option in this case. 
4.4.2 Linear Plane Element 
The Plane 182 element is suitable for two-dimensional (2D) solid structural modelling. 
The element has four nodes with two degrees of freedom at each node (in the x and y 
directions) and it is able to simulate plastic, hyperelastic deformations, with stress 
stiffening, large strain and large deflection capabilities [98]. In the simulation, the element 
behaviour is set up as plane stress with thickness. The meshing scheme is flexibly adjusted 
for different parts of the unit cell to yield more accurate results.  
4.5  ELASTICITY AND LINEARITY 
In this chapter, all simulations were done with geometric linearity and material elasticity. 
The displacement set for the simulated cases is universal. For the smallest model studied, 
the displacement is only 0.176% of its height. Models underwent small displacements so 
geometric non-linearity was not enabled in this case. However, Chapter 5 focuses on the 
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simulated results obtained using quadratic elements with the large deflection function 
active and inactive.   
4.6  BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
According to the original schedule for this project, Stage 1 mainly serves as the 
comparison group for experiments. Stages 2 and 3 are purely used to obtain simulated 
results. Therefore, the boundary conditions are set up differently for Stage 1 compared to 
Stages 2 and 3.  
4.6.1 Stage 1 
 
Figure 4-4 (a) Boundary conditions in the top layer and (b) the boundary conditions in bottom 
layers. 
Figure 4-4 (a) and (b) are the images of a section in the top and bottom of the structure 
with constraints applied. The overall boundary conditions can be found in Figure 4-5. A 
displacement of 0.5 mm was added in the positive y direction, while constrained in the x 
direction to the nodes in the very top layer, simulating the tensile test. Figure 4-4 (b) 
reveals that four layers of nodes at the bottom were constrained in all directions as the 
bottom of the model was fixed in the experiments.  
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Figure 4-5 Overall boundary conditions for Stage 1 
4.6.2 Stages 2 and 3 
 
Figure 4-6 (a) Boundary conditions in the top layer and (b) boundary conditions in the bottom 
layer. 
Stages 2 and 3 have the same boundary conditions and are not used to compare with 
experimentation. Therefore, there are changes in the boundary condition setup compared 
to Stage 1. Only the top and bottom layer were subjected to boundary conditions. Two 
nodes in the middle of the two ends of the model were fixed horizontally to prevent 
horizontal rigid body motion of the structure during simulation. It is noted that the two 
selected nodes have to be vertically aligned. Their location is highlighted in green in 
Figure 4-7. At the same time, 0.5 mm displacement was added to the nodes in the top 
layer in the positive y direction. All the nodes in the bottom layer were constrained in the 
y direction. Figure 4-6 (a) and (b) are the closeups that reveal the boundary conditions in 
both directions in the two layers. The overall boundary conditions are shown in Figure 
4-7. 
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Figure 4-7 Overall boundary conditions for Stages 2 and 3 
4.7 FORMULATION USED IN SIMULATION 
There are twelve highlighted points, six on each side, in Figure 4-1 (a). They are the 
reference points used to calculate the PR. For Stages 1, 2, and 3, the formulae used are 
presented below. 
𝜈𝑦𝑥 = −
𝜀𝑥
𝜀𝑦
                (4) 
𝜀𝑥 =
∆𝑙𝑥
𝑙𝑥0
=
∑ 𝑢′(𝑖)6𝑖=1 −∑ 𝑢(𝑖)
6
𝑖=1
2(𝑏+𝑐)×7+𝑏
               (5) 
𝜀𝑦 =
∆𝑦
𝑙𝑦0
=
𝛥𝑦
12∗(2𝑑−(
𝑐
𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝜃
+
𝑑
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃
))
             (6) 
Where 𝑙𝑥0 is the original model width, 𝑙𝑥0 is the original model height, and Δ𝑦 is 0.5 mm.  
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4.8 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Simulation is conducted following the schedule developed in Table 4-2. Results are 
tabulated and plotted. Comparisons and discussions are made based on the different 
simulated values in this section. 
4.8.1 Stage 1-The Study of the Oblique Rib Width and the Vertical Rib Length 
Table 4-4 presents the Poisson’s ratios of the model when parameters a and d vary, while 
θ remains at 60˚ (to three decimal places for all data presented). It can be seen that the PR 
values do not change across different a values as long as parameter d remains constant. 
For a certain parameter a, the absolute value of the negative PR increases as parameter d 
becomes greater. This is depicted in Figure 4-8.  
        Table 4-4 Poisson’s ratios of the structure with different unit cells (b/a=2 and c/b=5, θ=60˚) 
                              d/a    
         a(mm)                                                                        
22 25 28 31 34 37 
0.5 -1.817 -2.060 -2.299 -2.535 -2.769 -3.003 
1 -1.817 -2.060 -2.299 -2.535 -2.769 -3.003 
1.5 -1.817 -2.060 -2.299 -2.535 -2.769 -3.003 
2 -1.817 -2.060 -2.299 -2.535 -2.769 -3.003 
 
Figure 4-8 The PR vs. parameter d when a =1 mm, b/a=2 and c/b=5, θ=60˚ 
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It can be concluded that varying the inclined rib width, parameter a, does not affect ν 
when the other parameters are fixed. It can be understood as a magnifying effect. 
Increasing parameter a means enlarging the model without changing the angle between 
ribs, nor the aspect ratio of the unit cells in the structure. As the vertical rib length, 
parameter d, increases, the structure becomes longer and more porous. Thus, the overall 
stiffness of the reentrant honeycombs is reduced. This results in further deformation when 
the model is under tension [30].    
Table 4-5 includes the Poisson’s ratios of the reentrant honeycombs only when θ and the 
vertical rib length vary. The Poisson’s ratios as a function of the variation of the angle 
and parameter d are plotted in Figure 4-9 and Figure 4-10, respectively. 
     
 Table 4-5 Poisson’s ratios of the structure with different unit cells (a=1 mm, b/a=2 and c/b=5) 
         θ(˚) 
d/a 
30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 
22 -3.611 -3.223 -2.520 -1.817 -1.161 -0.565 0.002 0.638 1.435 2.469 
25 -4.330 -3.736 -2.879 -2.060 -1.315 -0.643 0.001 0.713 1.587 2.710 
28 -5.009 -4.230 -3.228 -2.299 -1.467 -0.720 0.001 0.788 1.739 2.948 
31 -5.658 -4.709 -3.578 -2.535 -1.620 -0.797 0.000 0.863 1.890 3.183 
34 -6.280 -5.176 -3.914 -2.769 -1.772 -0.874 -0.001 0.938 2.040 3.416 
37 -6.882 -5.632 -4.246 -3.003 -1.924 -0.950 -0.002 1.012 2.189 3.647 
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Figure 4-9 The PR vs. θ at different d values (a=1 mm, b/a=2 and c/b=5) 
 
Figure 4-10 The PR vs. θ at different angular values (a=1 mm, b/a=2 and c/b=5) 
In Figure 4-9, it can be seen that independent of the vertical rib width, the negative PR 
increases monotonously when there is an increment in the angular value. The range of the 
angle studied is from 30˚ to 120˚. When it is close to the lower limit of the range, the 
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difference that parameter d causes is more obvious at a smaller angle compared to towards 
90˚. However, it is the other way around for obtuse angles. In other words, from 90˚ to 
120˚, the geometric influence due to the variation of the vertical rib length is more notable 
at a larger angular value. The absolute value of the structure’s PR is always positively 
proportional to its vertical rib length in spite of the angle, as shown in Figure 4-10.   
As observed from Table 4-5 the PR is equal to 0 at 90˚, is negative when θ is smaller than 
90˚, and is positive when θ is greater than 90˚. When θ is 90˚, every two vertical ribs and 
four oblique ribs in the structure form a rectangle as depicted in Figure 4-11. The 
displacement is vertically applied to one end of the model and the shorter sides of each 
rectangle are horizontal. Therefore, those short ends are perpendicular to the applied 
tension, resulting in no horizontal displacement. In this case, εx is 0 at the reference points. 
Thus, the PR is 0 when θ is 90˚, in spite of the values of other parameters. 
 
Figure 4-11 An example of the structure with right angled (a=1 mm, b/a=2, c/b=5, d=28 mm and 
θ=90˚) 
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Figure 4-12 Original partial structure (blue) and deformed partial structure (orange). The arrows 
show the direction of movement of the oblique ribs from their original positions 
When the angle is acute, under vertical tension, rib hinging enables the oblique ribs in the 
reentrant honeycomb structure to rotate away from the short vertical rib which is in 
contact with them, as shown in Figure 4-12. Hence, these oblique ribs push the long 
vertical ribs further away from each other. The smaller the acute angle is, the more the 
oblique ribs can rotate. Therefore, the horizontal displacement is larger for a smaller 
angle, leading to a greater εx, which results in a higher absolute value of the PR. For 
obtuse angles, a higher angular value results in more horizontal contraction. Therefore, 
the PR is positively proportional to the angle when it is greater than 90˚ [100].   
4.8.2 Stage 2-The Study of the Vertical Rib Width 
Table 4-6 presents the tabulated Poisson’s ratios of the reentrant honeycomb structure 
when only the ratio b/a and θ are varied. It is noteworthy from Table 4-6 that the PR is 
zero at 90˚ when b/a=1.9, and it goes slightly negative down to -0.07 at b/a=0.5. Other 
trends that the data reflect can be found in Figure 4-13 and Figure 4-14. 
Table 4-6 PR of the structure with different unit cells (a=1 mm, c/b=5 and d/c=3) 
θ(˚) 
b/a 
30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 
0.5 -1.246 -1.218 -1.025 -0.797 -0.562 -0.321 -0.070 0.196 0.483 0.798 
0.7 -2.117 -2.030 -1.680 -1.284 -0.884 -0.481 -0.063 0.381 0.870 1.428 
0.9 -2.843 -2.676 -2.189 -1.652 -1.121 -0.593 -0.050 0.526 1.165 1.907 
1.1 -3.382 -3.127 -2.534 -1.897 -1.275 -0.661 -0.037 0.627 1.364 2.227 
1.3 -3.774 -3.434 -2.761 -2.055 -1.372 -0.703 -0.025 0.695 1.496 2.439 
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1.5 -4.038 -3.637 -2.911 -2.159 -1.436 -0.730 -0.015 0.742 1.586 2.581 
1.7 -4.264 -3.790 -3.016 -2.230 -1.478 -0.746 -0.007 0.776 1.650 2.683 
1.9 -4.440 -3.902 -3.091 -2.280 -1.507 -0.758 0.000 0.801 1.697 2.757 
 
Figure 4-13 The PR vs. θ at different b values (a=1 mm, c/b=5 and d/c=3) 
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Figure 4-14 The PR vs. θ at different angular values (a=1 mm, c/b=5 and d/c=3) 
Over the same angular span in Figure 4-13 the PR increases more slowly as the ratio b/a 
reduces. For example, the curve for b/a=0.5 is much flatter than b/a=1.3. Therefore, the 
PR is more susceptible to the angular change when the vertical rib is wider. When b/a is 
between 1.1 and 1.9, the effect that this ratio has on PR is not as obvious as when b/a is 
below 1.1. This is because the Poisson’s ratios at b/a=1.7 and b/a=1.9 almost overlap 
across the entire angle range. However, at a certain angle, the PR at b/a=0.5 and at b/a=0.7 
are considerably different from each other. That is to say the influence on PR from the 
variation in the vertical rib width becomes less remarkable as the width increases.  
As seen in  Figure 4-14, independent of the angle, the absolute value of the structure’s PR 
increases with the growth in the ratio b/a, i.e. the vertical rib width. When θ increases, 
the impact it has on PR becomes more pronounced. For example, at a fixed vertical rib 
width, the growth in PR from 30˚ to 40˚ is smaller than from 110˚ to 120˚.  When the 
vertical rib is narrow, the tension on the rib is small when the whole structure is under a 
tensile test. Therefore, this weak tensile force can enable the oblique ribs to rotate by a 
small amount. The vertical rib can be in greater tension if its width is increased. This 
results in a larger rotary angle, leading to greater horizontal expansion of the structure 
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[23]. In this case, parameter b is positively proportional to the absolute value of the PR 
of the reentrant honeycomb structure.  
4.8.3 Stage 3-The Study of Oblique Rib Length 
Table 4-7 presents the PR values of the reentrant structure when the ratio c/b and θ are 
the only variables, (to three decimal places). It can be observed that the PR changes to 
positive before 90˚ when the ratio c/b is 3, 4, and 5. In all the other cases in Table 4-7, the 
negative PR only becomes positive slightly after 90˚. Other trends that the data reflect 
can be found in Figure 4-15 and Figure 4-16. 
 
Table 4-7 PR of the structure with different unit cells (a=1 mm, b/a=2, d/c=3) 
θ(˚) 
 
c/b 
30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 
3 -3.746 -3.232 -2.537 -1.861 -1.224 -0.607 0.016 0.674 1.409 2.279 
4 -4.394 -3.741 -2.922 -2.140 -1.409 -0.704 0.005 0.756 1.597 2.599 
5 -4.813 -4.068 -3.171 -2.321 -1.529 -0.767 0.000 0.813 1.723 2.809 
6 -5.103 -4.294 -3.342 -2.446 -1.161 -0.810 -0.002 0.853 1.812 2.956 
7 -5.316 -4.458 -3.467 -2.537 -1.672 -0.841 -0.003 0.884 1.878 3.064 
8 -5.478 -4.582 -3.561 -2.606 -1.718 -0.864 -0.004 0.907 1.929 3.147 
9 -5.606 -4.680 -3.635 -2.660 -1.753 -0.882 -0.004 0.926 1.968 3.212 
10 -5.709 -4.758 -3.694 -2.703 -1.782 -0.896 -0.004 0.941 2.001 3.265 
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Figure 4-15 The PR vs. θ at different b values (a=1 mm, b/a=2 and d/c=3) 
 
Figure 4-16 The PR vs. c at different angular values (a=1 mm, b/a=2 and d/c=3) 
Figure 4-15 reveals PR values across different angles at various c/b ratios. A larger 
parameter c geometrically means longer oblique strut length. When c/b approaches 10, 
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the difference caused by the change in the inclined rib length is much less evident in 
comparison to a lower c/b ratio. Furthermore, the sensitivity of the structure’s PR reduces 
as the angle approaches to 90˚ from either limit of the angular range. It is noted that the 
most noticeable geometric influence on the PR in Figure 4-15 is between c/b=3 and c/b=4 
at 30˚.  
Figure 4-16 describes how Poisson’s ratios are affected by the ratio c/b at various angular 
values. The absolute values of Poisson’s ratios are positively proportional to parameter c. 
As the oblique ribs become longer, they tend to be slender. At the same time, the relative 
density of the whole structure reduces. This makes the model more susceptible to 
deformation, as its rigidity reduces. Poisson’s ratios are more sensitive to the changes in 
the ratio c/b at smaller angles. Overall, in most of the angular range that has been studied, 
the PR has substantial stability under the geometric influence resulting from the inclined 
strut length.    
Table 4-8 Summary of the parametric effects on the PR of the reentrant honeycombs 
 θ d/c a 
Stage 1 + 
+(>90˚) 
No Effect 
-(<90˚) 
   
 θ b/a 
Stage 2 + 
+(>90˚) 
-(<90˚) 
   
 θ c/b 
Stage 3 + 
+(>90˚) 
-(<90˚) 
In summary, the geometric effects from the three simulation stages on the Poisson’s ratios 
in the reentrant honeycomb structure are tabulated in Table 4-8, where “+” and “-” 
indicate positive and negative proportion, respectively. The oblique rib width does not 
affect the PR. In all simulation stages, the reentrant angle is positively proportional to the 
PR, independent of other parameters. Therefore, for acute angles, a greater absolute value 
of PR occurs at a smaller angle. The three simulation stages show that the vertical rib 
length, the vertical rib width, and the oblique strut length all have negative effects on the 
negative PR. However, the relationship turns to be positive for obtuse angles. When the 
reentrant angles are acute, a decrease in any of these three parameters results in a higher 
relative density of the reentrant honeycombs, so the structure appears to be stronger. 
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Hence, a stronger structure is less sensitive to horizontal deformations, leading to a greater 
PR. When the angles are greater than 90˚, an increase in any of parameters b, c and d 
reduces the relative density of the structure so it is more susceptible to deform 
horizontally. Thus, the PR becomes larger accordingly. 
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Chapter 5 Finite Element Modelling using Non-
linear Plane Elements 
In this chapter, a few different geometric models are simulated with non-linear plane 
elements with and without geometric non-linearity. In the experiments, small 
displacements used in the simulation in Chapter 4 are very difficult to reproduce. Thus, 
in order to obtain better results, the actual displacement used in the tensile test is 
significantly increased. Therefore, it is decided that a few more simulation cases, where 
large displacements are applied, need to be carried out. The dimensions of each model 
can be found in Table 6-1. This is to obtain Poisson’s ratios when the geometric 
deformations are not linear under large deflections. Those simulated results are the direct 
references to the experimentally obtained counterparts.  
5.1  PLANE 183 ELEMENT 
In the experiments, the strain rate is 3 mm/min. The vertical displacement was extracted 
from ARAMIS software after about one minute since the start of each tensile test. 
Therefore, the displacement in the y direction used to calculate the PR is approximately 
3 mm. After taking the scale factor of 0.52 into account (which is used to scale down the 
model from the original CAD file prior to printing), the displacement applied in the 
simulation is 5.769 mm. It is more than ten times greater than the value used in the small 
displacement simulation.  
In ANSYS APDL 15.0, the Plane 182 element can only be used in linear geometric 
deformations. Thus, in order to study non-linear geometry, the quadratic Plane 183 
element needs to be used. The shape function of strains of this non-linear plane element 
can vary between nodes in one element. Hence, quadratic elements are able to biaxially 
follow curves in a model in a more  accurate manner [101]. This type of eight-node 
quadratic plane element has two degrees of freedom at each node, in the x and y directions. 
Simulation was done with and without the geometric non-linearity function enabled to 
investigate the difference that it caused.  It is noted that the nodal results of beam elements 
can only be interpolated linearly as they do not have midside nodes [99].  
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5.2  GEOMETRIC NON-LINEARITY  
The simulation in Chapter 4 uses a small displacement which is not large enough to cause 
the structure to deform non-linearly, so the resulting stiffness does not change 
significantly. In this chapter, the displacement used is much greater than previous cases. 
Geometric non-linearity should be considered where large displacements and/or rotations 
are involved. The analysis for non-linear geometric deformations was realised by 
activating the “large deflection” function in ANSYS APDL where the command 
“NLGEOM” needed to be “ON”. The algorithm of this function performs iterations until 
converged results are obtained. The load is incrementally added and the stiffness matrix 
changes with each iteration to force the final solution to converge. As a result, the 
computational time increases slightly [98]. 
5.3  CONSTRUCTION OF THE MODEL 
Due to the limited size of the printing bed of the 3D printer, as described in Section 6.5.1, 
the number of unit cells in each row and column of the printed model had to be reduced. 
Therefore, the reentrant honeycomb structures used for simulation in this chapter were 
modified to be consistent with the 3D printed models. Figure 5-1 reveals the locations of 
the reference points used in the simulation with non-linear plane elements. Those points 
are at the outer corner of the joints on left and right edges of the structure. The structure 
in Figure 5-1 has the same number of unit cells in each row and column as the ones used 
during experimentation.  
The methodology followed in this chapter is the same as in Chapter 4. The boundary 
conditions remained the same as in simulation Stage 1, except that the displacement used 
was changed to 5.769 mm. The nodes that are used as reference points for PR calculations 
were selected as required. A script used for the simulation of model No.1 with non-linear 
geometry is attached as an example in Chapter 10 Appendix B Script for ANSYS Finite 
Element Modelling with Non-linear Plane Elements 
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Figure 5-1 The structure used in simulation in this chapter with reference points labelled  
5.4  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Simulation with the non-linear Plane 183 element was done to the three models used in 
the experiments. Results with and without geometric non-linearity are tabulated in Table 
5-1 (to three decimal places) with and without geometric non-linearity. The difference 
caused by the use of this large displacement function was also calculated. In each row, 
the results with and without non-linear deformations are noticeably close to each other. 
The lowest difference is 7.208%. It is usually acceptable if the difference is below 2% 
[102]. In this case, it is necessary to perform simulation with the large deflection function 
active. The comparison between the simulated PR with non-linear elements and the 
experimental values is made in in 0.  
Table 5-1 Simulated results with Plane 183 element with and without geometric non-linearity, as well 
as the difference caused by the non-linearity for each model 
 
With Geometric non-
linearity 
Without Geometric non-
linearity 
Difference (%) 
No.1 -4.279 -4.647 8.592 
No.2 -6.045 -6.481 7.208 
No.3 -1.690 -1.835 8.596 
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Chapter 6  Experimentation 
6.1 3D PRINTING 
The 3D printer used in this project is the Makerbot Replicator 2X. It is based on the 
technique of fused deposition modelling. The filament used is ABS. A model was drawn 
in AutoCAD first and then exported as an stl format file so it could be successfully 
imported into the Makerbot desktop software. Settings regarding printing properties, etc., 
can be adjusted in this program. The printing bed was covered by heat-resistant tape as 
the bed itself was too slippery. The melting point of the tape was over 280 ˚C [103]. The 
extruder temperature was set to be 230 ˚C as this is an ideal working condition for ABS 
considering its melting point [95]. Thus, the tape was thermally stable during the printing 
process. The process required dissolving some ABS filament in acetone and then applying 
this solution onto the taped bed. These procedures were essential as they were to create 
better adherence between the platform and the extruded material. The platform was set to 
heat up to 110 ˚C so the extruded parts did not shrink before the rest of the part was 
printed. ABS produces a noticeable smell at melting temperatures. Thus, it is important 
to ensure the room is properly ventilated.  
Three models from Stage 1 were chosen to be 3D printed and their dimensions are detailed 
below in Table 6-1. Model No.1 acts like the reference group and No.2 and No.3 are the 
comparison groups. To be more specific, model No.1 and No.2 only have different 
parameter d values, while No.1 and No.3 only vary angularly. Thus, the effects that 
parameter d and θ have on the PR can be studied from the comparison between model 
No.1 and No.2, and the comparison between model No.1 and No.3, respectively. 
However, compared to the original geometries in Table 6-1, the printed structures are all 
scaled down by a factor of 0.52 due to the maximum allowable printing size.  
Table 6-1 3D printed Model’s original dimensions 
     Parameters 
 
Model No. 
a (mm) b (mm) c (mm) d (mm) θ (˚) 
Thickness 
(mm) 
1 1.5 3 (=2a) 15 (=10a) 33 (=22a) 30 4 
2 1.5 3 (=2a) 15 (=10a) 42 (=28a) 30 4 
3 1.5 3 (=2a) 15 (=10a) 33 (=22a) 60 4 
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Figure 6-1 3D printed reentrant honeycombs 
Figure 6-1 displays an overview of the printed models. Each 3D printed model has two 
rectangular beams at each end with two holes each. This design allows for the models to 
be attached with two aluminium sheets on each end to strengthen the base material when 
they are clamped during tensile tests. Detailed justification in regards to this design can 
be found in Section 6.5.  
6.2  TENSILE TEST 
Tensile tests were done, using the Instron, to the printed models and the displacements of 
certain reference points were measured electronically, with ARAMIS. Adequate 
preparation was done prior to the commencement of the tests.           
6.2.1 Preparation 
Adjustments had to be made to the reentrant honeycombs because there had to be a way 
to fix them with grips in order to be tested. Therefore, the two ends of each model were 
reinforced with two beams so it could be clamped by the grips. However, the width of the 
grips available in the laboratory is much smaller than that of the model. If the grips 
directly attach to the plastic beams, then most of the applied tension is exerted on the 
clamped part of one beam and the rest of the tensile force is distributed unevenly in the 
unclamped part. The other beam is supposed to be fixed throughout the whole width. 
Similarly, if only the middle section of the beam is gripped and the rest of it is free, then 
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the constraint is not evenly applied to the whole beam. This affects the experimental 
results.  
 
Figure 6-2 Beam enhancement, where two pieces of aluminium sheet are clamped on to the plastic 
beam with the aid of bolts, nuts and washers. 
A beam enhancement method was determined as illustrated in Figure 6-2. Each extended 
beam on the end of the plastic model was clamped by two pieces of 1 mm aluminium 
sheet through bolts, nuts and washers. In this way, the sheets could be detached when one 
model was finished testing and reused for the next one. The dimensions of the metal sheet 
are slightly larger than the plastic beam. The surface of the aluminium was sanded to 
increase the friction when gripped onto Instron. Two holes were drilled in each aluminium 
sheet. The distance between the holes and the hole diameter were measured. The actual 
model is a little smaller than in AutoCAD, so the measurements were increased slightly 
when modifying the CAD models. Next, adjusted models with holes in the beams were 
3D printed and the metal sheets could be appropriately attached to each of them. As a 
result, when the enhanced model was attached to the grips of the Instron, the tensile force 
and constraint could be more evenly distributed across the beams. 
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6.2.2 Testing Phase 
 
Figure 6-3 Setup for tension test 
The equipment used for the tension test is the Instron 4505, a mechanical testing machine 
capable of applying tension, compression tests and so forth. Settings with respect to 
testing could be controlled by the dedicated software. The model was clamped to the 
centre of the grips as shown in Figure 6-3. The strain rate was set to be 3 mm/min. The 
top beam was fixed in both the x and y directions, and the bottom beam was subjected to 
a vertical displacement pointing downwards. Each CAD model was 3D printed three 
times so there were nine samples in total to be tested. In this way, the experimental PR 
for each model could be averaged across the three samples.  Each tension test was 
terminated within two to three minutes when the structure still performed elastically.  
6.3  DISPLACEMENT MEASUREMENT  
6.3.1 Preparation 
ARAMIS is a contactless and material-independent measuring system, which is capable 
of providing the sequential measurements of the deformation, strain and displacement of 
a test sample in response to an applied load. ARAMIS tracks the movement of the sample 
based on digital image correlation. It identifies a few black dots from the painted sample 
as the starting points, acting as the reference position. This is strain stage 0. It then tracks 
them during the course of the test. Deformations at any strain stage can be compared with 
the reference to yield displacements or strains at s particular time slot [104].  
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The reference points, used during simulation to calculate PR, were at the corners of the 
structure as shown in Figure 4-1. So the highlighted points in Figure 6-4 (a) were the ones 
to be used in the tests to obtain experimental results. The corners at the top and bottom 
row were excluded due to boundary effect. The point at the bottom beam was selected to 
obtain the real-time displacement at that strain stage. Several pieces of painted paper were 
gently taped to the vertical beams next to the reference points so ARAMIS could track 
the deformations at those locations. Figure 6-4 (b) is the setup of ARAMIS for the tension 
test.        
 
Figure 6-4 (a) Displacement measurement preparation with labelled reference points and (b) 
ARAMIS setup. 
6.3.2 Data Collection 
The green areas in the photo in Figure 6-5 are the region of analysis by ARAMIS from 
the initial stage and the coloured fine grids at the top of Figure 6-5 are the detectable 
areas. A point next to each reference point at the corner of the structure was selected to 
show the corresponding horizontal displacement. Then vertical displacement of the 
reference point at the bottom beam was obtained by selecting a point next to it. Each 
second, the camera captured a photo of the sample. All data was collected at strain stage 
62, which is about one minute after the start of each tension test.  
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Figure 6-5 Data extraction of horizontal displacement for the third sample of model No.1 
6.4  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
6.4.1 Experimental Data 
The width and height of the undeformed model was measured before the testing phase. 
Along with the digitally collected displacements, the experimental Poisson’s ratios of the 
reentrant honeycomb structure are tabulated in Table 6-2 below (to three decimal places). 
By comparing the average PR of model No.1 and No.2, the absolute value of the PR is 
greater for No.2, where the vertical rib length is larger. The comparison between No.1 
and No.3 shows that a greater reentrant angle results in a greater PR. These two trends 
both agree with the findings from Chapter 4.  Complete experimental data used for 
calculating the PR values in Table 6-2 can be found in Appendix C Experimental Data. 
Table 6-2 Experimental Poisson's ratios 
 ν (Sample 1) ν (Sample 2) ν (Sample 3) ν (Average) 
Model No. 1 -3.403 -3.314 -3.404 -3.374 
Model No. 2 -4.301 -4.805 -4.935 -4.680 
Model No. 3 -1.013 -1.092 -1.075 -1.060 
6.4.2 Comparisons with Simulation 
Table 6-3 tabulates the comparison between the simulated negative Poisson’s ratios with 
non-linear plane elements, both with and without large deflection active, and the 
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experimental results. “183 (Active)” refers to the results obtained with geometric non-
linearity activated, and “183 (Inactive)” refers to the results simulated with large 
deflection deactivated. The difference between the simulated ones with non-linear 
geometric deformations and the experimental values is calculated in percentage points. 
Figure 6-6 reveals the PR curve in each case.  
Table 6-3 The comparison between the simulated negative Poisson’s ratios with non-linear plane 
elements with and without large deflection active, and the experimental results 
 
Simulation 
Experiments 
Difference between 
183 (Active) and 
Experiments (%) 183 (Active) 183 (Inactive) 
ν(No.1) -4.279 -4.647 -3.374 26.823 
ν(No.2) -6.045 -6.481 -4.680 29.167 
ν(No.3) -1.690 -1.835 -1.060 59.434 
 
Figure 6-6 Comparison between Poisson's ratios obtained from simulation and experimentation 
As observed from Table 6-3, Figure 6-6 shows that the geometric effects that the vertical 
rib length and the reentrant angle have on the negative PR are in agreement with 
experimentation and simulation. In the tension tests, it is observed that model No.3 
undergoes much less evident horizontal deformation compared to the other two models 
over the same duration from the start of the test. The width is measured to be 76 mm for 
all the three printed structures. Therefore, much less horizontal expansions in No.3 leads 
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to a much lower εx value in comparison to the other two models. As a result, model No.3 
has the lowest absolute value of the negative PR among all structures used in the 
experiments. This experimental result is in agreement with the corresponding results in 
Figure 6-6, which confirms that the simulation method adopted in this project is correct 
and accurate. The printed model No.2 has much slenderer vertical ribs compared to No.1, 
so No.2 appears to be softer. In this case, No.2 is more susceptible to deform in the x 
direction during the tension test. Consequently, larger horizontal expansion directly 
results in a greater strain along the x axis. Therefore, this geometry has the highest 
absolute value of the negative PR of all structures in the experimentation. This 
experimental result is in accordance with the corresponding simulation result. In other 
words, both experimental and simulated results show that a longer vertical rib length leads 
to a greater absolute value of the negative PR, and a larger reentrant angle leads to a 
smaller absolute PR value. In Figure 6-6, experimentation reflects the same trend as 
simulation, which means that the methodology adopted for the FEA simulation in this 
project is accurate and correct. It is noted that the numbers from the experiments and their 
corresponding simulated results using non-linear plane elements have numerical 
discrepancies. The lowest difference is 26.823% for model No.1 and the highest is 
59.434% for No.3. This can be caused by the limitations due to apparatus involved in the 
experiments, which are described in Section 6.5.  
6.5 LIMITATIONS 
6.5.1 Maximum Allowable Printing Size 
The maximum allowable volume to print is 24.6 cm in length, 15.2 cm in width, and 15.5 
cm in height. This is a limitation because only half the original structure could be drawn 
and it had to be scaled to a smaller size, by a factor of 0.52, to be printed while maintaining 
the original parametric ratios in the geometry. The limited printing bed of the 3D printer 
leads to a printed model with much fewer rows of unit cells. As a result, the number of 
reference points used in experimentation is limited. Fewer reference points introduce 
higher inaccuracies. In Figure 6-4 (a), four out of the eight reference points used in the 
experiment are close to the sample boundaries, which can introduce a boundary effect, 
leading to numerical discrepancies. 
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6.5.2 Printer Accuracy 
Model No.1 could be printed vertically (in parallel to the printing bed’s width), but model 
No.2 and No.3 could only be fabricated horizontally (in parallel to the bed’s length). 
There is an unavoidable problem associated with this 3D printing process, which is the 
limited accuracy of the printer. As a direct result, in every unit cell, model No.2 has 
obvious gaps in the oblique ribs as shown in Figure 6-7.  
 
Figure 6-7 Gaps in the oblique ribs in model No. 2 
It is suspected that horizontal printing leads to the defective ribs. Thus, model No.1 was 
also printed horizontally to test if there were gaps in its oblique bars and the assumption 
was confirmed. However, model No.3, which was also horizontally printed, does not have 
this problem at all under exactly the same printing settings. This is possibly to do with 
the internal algorithm of the software that analyses and slices the model prior to printing. 
It is observed that the path the extruder was following to print the third model is different 
from the first two. Several samples for model No.2 have been printed in order to attempt 
to eliminate the gaps, but all fail to do so. Thus, the gaps in in the oblique bars are 
inevitable and this significantly affects the strength of those ribs. Model No.1 and No.3 
have consistent widths for the oblique ribs. There are no gaps in any other parts of the 
two modes. As a result, the inclined strut width in model No.2 is not consistent in adjacent 
unit cells due to the limited accuracy of the 3D printer. Therefore, the model did not 
deform symmetrically with respect to its longitudinal axis. Furthermore, the printed 
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model is slightly smaller than the CAD model. For instance, the length of the reentrant 
honeycombs (excluding the rectangular beams with holes) is 171.95 mm, but the actual 
measurement from the printed model is 169.50 mm. Thus, the dimensions of the printed 
models are slightly different to the ones constructed in simulation, which can cause 
numerical differences. 
6.5.3 Grip Shape 
The grips available to use in the tensile test were significantly narrower than the width of 
the reentrant honeycomb structures. Therefore, it was not possible to distribute the in-
plane force uniformly to the end of the auxetic honeycombs. The enhancement with 
aluminium sheets could not completely eliminate this issue. Therefore, the unevenly 
applied load leads to inaccurate experimental results.   
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Chapter 7  Conclusions and Future Work 
7.1  CONCLUSIONS 
The geometric effects from the structure’s unit cell on its negative Poisson’s ratios are 
studied. The oblique strut width, parameter a, does not affect the ratio at all. A lower 
reentrant angle, θ, leads to a greater absolute value of the PR, independent of other 
parameters. When the vertical rib length, the vertical rib width, and the oblique strut 
length are the only variables, respectively, the absolute value of the PR is positively 
proportional to each of them.  An increase in any of these parameters leads to a lower 
relative density of the structure. As a result, the stiffness decreases, so the model is more 
susceptible to horizontal displacements.  
The above analysis is done under the assumption of small deflection with linear plane 
elements. At the same time, large deflection is also taken into consideration and the three 
geometries used in experiments are simulated with and without geometric non-linearity 
using non-linear plane elements. There are noticeable differences in the results between 
these two types of elements. For the quadratic elements, linear and non-linear geometric 
deformations lead to a minimum of 7.208% variation. 
A few geometries are 3D printed and then undergo tensile tests. Displacements are 
digitally collected during the tests and experimental Poisson’s ratios are calculated. The 
experimental results show the same trend as their corresponding simulated results, which 
proves that the approach adopted in this project is accurate and correct. There are 
numerical differences between experimental and simulated results, which are most likely 
caused by limitations associated with the experimentation. Thus, Section 7.2 suggests 
some improvements which can be carried out in further study of this work. 
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7.2 FUTURE WORK 
After considering the range of this project and the results obtained accordingly, a few 
aspects are identified which can be revisited in future work.  
1) There are limits associated with the apparatus available for use in this project. 
Models can be 3D printed with a better printer which has a higher accuracy. A 3D 
printer which uses photosensitive resin would be an ideal candidate. Then, tensile 
tests on those printed structures to compare with the corresponding simulated 
results would be conducted. 
2) Models with more rows of unit cells should be printed for experimentation so the 
boundary effect can be reduced.  
3) It is ideal that the same work can be repeated with better equipment for tensile 
tests to reduce the inaccuracy introduced by apparatus as much as possible. 
4) The location of the reference points can be moved from the edge of the structure 
closer to its centre to investigate if the PR is affected by the locations of the 
reference points. 
5) The displacement can be varied with a lot more different values, both in 
simulation and experimentation, to study how the PR changes accordingly and 
how the theory agrees with practice.  
6) In simulation, the model can also be constructed with other element types each 
time or two types of elements at once. Then the effects that different element types 
cause can be studied.  
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Chapter 9 Appendix A Script for ANSYS Finite 
Element Modelling with Linear Plane Elements 
 
WPSTYLE,,,,,,,,0 
/PREP7   
ET,1,PLANE182   
 
*AFUN,DEG 
!The value 60 can be replaced with other angles 
*set,theta,60 
  
!Set up unit cell parameters. The geometric relationship can be varied as required. 
*set,a,1   
*set,b,1.1*a   
*set,c,5*b   
*set,d,3*c  
 
!Set up unit cell dimensions. 
*set,height_uc,2*d-(c/tan(theta)+a/sin(theta)) 
*set,width_uc,2*(b+c) 
*set,S_dy,0.5  ! Define the displacement in the y direction to apply on structure 
  
KEYOPT,1,1,0 
KEYOPT,1,3,3 
KEYOPT,1,6,0 
R,1,4, 
MPTEMP,,,,,,,,   
MPTEMP,1,0   
 
!ABS properties 
MPDATA,EX,1,,2200000000 
MPDATA,PRXY,1,,0.35   
 
!Construct the unit cell. 
K,1,0,0,,    
K,2,0,a/sin(theta),,  
K,3,c,a/sin(theta)+c/tan(theta),,   
K,4,c,c/tan(theta),, 
K,5,c,a/sin(theta)+c/tan(theta)-d,, 
K,6,b+c,a/sin(theta)+c/tan(theta)-d,, 
K,7,b+c,c/tan(theta),, 
K,8,b+c,a/sin(theta)+c/tan(theta),,   
K,9,2*c+b,0,, 
K,10,2*c+b,a/sin(theta),,  
K,11,2*c+b,d,,    
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K,12,2*(b+c),d,,    
K,13,2*(b+c),a/sin(theta),,  
K,14,2*(b+c),0,,    
LSTR,       1,       2   
LSTR,       2,       3   
LSTR,       3,       4   
LSTR,       4,       1   
LSTR,       4,       5 !Line No.5   
LSTR,       5,       6   
LSTR,       6,       7   
LSTR,       7,       4   
LSTR,       3,       8   
LSTR,       8,       7 !Line No.10  
LSTR,       7,       9   
LSTR,       8,       10  
LSTR,       10,      9   
LSTR,       9,       14  
LSTR,       10,      13 !Line No.15 
LSTR,       13,      14  
LSTR,       12,      13  
LSTR,       11,      10  
LSTR,       11,      12 !Line No.19 
 
 
AL,1,2,3,4   
AL,3,9,10,8  
AL,5,8,7,6   
AL,10,12,13,11   
AL,13,15,16,14   
AL,18,19,17,15   
APLOT  
 
 
   
AATT,       1,       1,   1,       0,    
 
!Determine the mesh    
LESIZE,2, , ,15, , , , ,1  
LESIZE,4, , ,15, , , , ,1  
LESIZE,12, , ,15, , , , ,1  
LESIZE,11, , ,15, , , , ,1  
 
   
LESIZE,5, , ,25, , , , ,1  
LESIZE,7, , ,25, , , , ,1 
LESIZE,18, , ,25, , , , ,1 
LESIZE,17, , ,25, , , , ,1 
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LESIZE,1, , ,6, , , , ,1   
LESIZE,10, , ,6, , , , ,1 
LESIZE,13, , ,6, , , , ,1 
LESIZE,16, , ,6, , , , ,1 
  
  
LESIZE,6, , ,3, , , , ,1  
LESIZE,8, , ,3, , , , ,1 
LESIZE,9, , ,3, , , , ,1 
LESIZE,14, , ,3, , , , ,1 
LESIZE,15, , ,3, , , , ,1 
LESIZE,19, , ,3, , , , ,1  
 
  
MSHAPE,0,2D  
MSHKEY,1 
   
AMESH,ALL   
 
!Construct the repetitive reentrant honeycombs 
FLST,4,366,2,ORDE,2  
FITEM,4,1    
FITEM,4,-366 
EGEN,8,500,P51X, , , , , , , ,-width_uc, , ,  
FLST,4,2928,2,ORDE,2 
FITEM,4,1    
FITEM,4,-2928    
EGEN,2,4000,P51X, , , , , , , ,(b+c),-height_uc, ,   
 
NUMMRG,NODE, , , ,LOW    
NUMMRG,ELEM, , , ,LOW    
NUMCMP,NODE  
NUMCMP,ELEM  
   
!Deleting unnecessary elements and nodes 
FLST,2,273,2,ORDE,2  
FITEM,2,2563 
FITEM,2,-2835    
EDELE,P51X   
 
FLST,2,90,2,ORDE,2   
FITEM,2,5491 
FITEM,2,-5580    
EDELE,P51X   
    
 
FLST,2,183,2,ORDE,2  
FITEM,2,3112 
FITEM,2,-3294    
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EDELE,P51X   
   
NPLOT    
 
FLST,2,331,1,ORDE,6  
FITEM,2,3172 
FITEM,2,-3404    
FITEM,2,3406 
FITEM,2,-3419    
FITEM,2,3426 
FITEM,2,-3509    
NDELE,P51X   
 
FLST,2,105,1,ORDE,6  
FITEM,2,6771 
FITEM,2,-6777    
FITEM,2,6779 
FITEM,2,-6792    
FITEM,2,6799 
FITEM,2,-6882    
NDELE,P51X   
 
 
FLST,2,226,1,ORDE,2  
FITEM,2,3857 
FITEM,2,-4082    
NDELE,P51X   
 
EPLOT    
 
NUMMRG,NODE, , , ,LOW    
NUMMRG,ELEM, , , ,LOW    
NUMCMP,NODE  
NUMCMP,ELEM  
 
FLST,4,5310,2,ORDE,2 
FITEM,4,1    
FITEM,4,-5310    
EGEN,6,8000,P51X, , , , , , , , ,-2*height_uc, , 
 
NUMMRG,NODE, , , ,LOW    
NUMMRG,ELEM, , , ,LOW    
NUMCMP,NODE  
NUMCMP,ELEM  
 
                                    
NPLOT    
 
!Set up boundary conditions 
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FLST,2,32,1,ORDE,24  
FITEM,2,36046    
FITEM,2,36071    
FITEM,2,-36073   
FITEM,2,36279    
FITEM,2,36304    
FITEM,2,-36306   
FITEM,2,36727    
FITEM,2,36752    
FITEM,2,-36754   
FITEM,2,37175    
FITEM,2,37200    
FITEM,2,-37202   
FITEM,2,37623    
FITEM,2,37648    
FITEM,2,-37650   
FITEM,2,38071    
FITEM,2,38096    
FITEM,2,-38098   
FITEM,2,38519    
FITEM,2,38544    
FITEM,2,-38546   
FITEM,2,38862    
FITEM,2,38887    
FITEM,2,-38889   
 
! The bottom layer of the structure is constrained vertically 
D,P51X, ,0, , , ,UY, , , , , 
   
FLST,2,1,1,ORDE,1    
FITEM,2,37648    
 
!The middle node in the bottom layer is constrained horizontally 
D,P51X, ,0, , , ,UX, , , , , 
 
 
   
NSEL,S,LOC,Y,d   
 
FLST,2,32,1,ORDE,32  
FITEM,2,360  
FITEM,2,385  
FITEM,2,410  
FITEM,2,-411 
FITEM,2,812  
FITEM,2,837  
FITEM,2,862  
FITEM,2,-863 
FITEM,2,1264 
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FITEM,2,1289 
FITEM,2,1314 
FITEM,2,-1315    
FITEM,2,1716 
FITEM,2,1741 
FITEM,2,1766 
FITEM,2,-1767    
FITEM,2,2168 
FITEM,2,2193 
FITEM,2,2218 
FITEM,2,-2219    
FITEM,2,2620 
FITEM,2,2645 
FITEM,2,2670 
FITEM,2,-2671    
FITEM,2,3072 
FITEM,2,3097 
FITEM,2,3122 
FITEM,2,-3123    
FITEM,2,3193 
FITEM,2,3218 
FITEM,2,3243 
FITEM,2,-3244    
 
!Displacement is added to the top layer 
D,P51X, ,S_dy, , , ,UY, , , , ,  
   
FLST,2,1,1,ORDE,1    
FITEM,2,2193 
 
!The middle node is constrained horizontally  
D,P51X, ,0, , , ,UX, , , , , 
 
ALLSEL,ALL   
FINISH  
 
!Solve the model 
/SOL 
/STATUS,SOLU 
SOLVE    
FINISH   
   
/POST1   
Allsel,all 
!Obtain average left and right displacements  
*set, U_L,(ux(12738)+ux(16224)+ux(19262)+ux(22748)+ux(25786)+ux(29272))/6 
*set, U_R,(ux(9932)+ux(13419)+ux(16456)+ux(19943)+ux(22980)+ux(26467))/6 
!Calculate horizontal and vertical strains 
*set, epslon_x,(U_R-U_L)/(width_uc*7+b) 
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*set, epslon_y,S_dy/(12*height_uc) 
!Calculate the Poisson’s ratio 
*set, m_PR,-epslon_x/epslon_y 
finish 
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Chapter 10 Appendix B Script for ANSYS Finite 
Element Modelling with Non-linear Plane Elements 
WPSTYLE,,,,,,,,0 
/PREP7   
ET,1,PLANE183   
 
*AFUN,DEG 
!The value 30 can be replaced with other angles 
*set,theta,30 
  
!Set up unit cell parameters. The geometric relationship can be varied as required. 
*set,a,1.5   
*set,b,2*a   
*set,c,5*b   
*set,d,22*a  
 
!Set up unit cell dimensions. 
*set,height_uc,2*d-(c/tan(theta)+a/sin(theta)) 
*set,width_uc,2*(b+c) 
*set,S_dy,5.769  !Define the displacement in the y direction to apply on structure  
  
KEYOPT,1,1,0 
KEYOPT,1,3,3 
KEYOPT,1,6,0 
R,1,4, 
MPTEMP,,,,,,,,   
MPTEMP,1,0   
 
!ABS properties 
MPDATA,EX,1,,2200000000 
MPDATA,PRXY,1,,0.35   
 
!Construct the unit cell. 
K,1,0,0,,    
K,2,0,a/sin(theta),,  
K,3,10*a,a/sin(theta)+c/tan(theta),,   
K,4,10*a,c/tan(theta),, 
K,5,10*a,a/sin(theta)+c/tan(theta)-d,, 
K,6,12*a,a/sin(theta)+c/tan(theta)-d,, 
K,7,12*a,c/tan(theta),, 
K,8,12*a,a/sin(theta)+c/tan(theta),,   
K,9,22*a,0,, 
K,10,22*a,a/sin(theta),,  
K,11,22*a,d,,    
K,12,24*a,d,,    
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K,13,24*a,a/sin(theta),,  
K,14,24*a,0,,    
LSTR,       1,       2   
LSTR,       2,       3   
LSTR,       3,       4   
LSTR,       4,       1   
LSTR,       4,       5 !L5   
LSTR,       5,       6   
LSTR,       6,       7   
LSTR,       7,       4   
LSTR,       3,       8   
LSTR,       8,       7 !L10  
LSTR,       7,       9   
LSTR,       8,       10  
LSTR,       10,      9   
LSTR,       9,       14  
LSTR,       10,      13 !L15 
LSTR,       13,      14  
LSTR,       12,      13  
LSTR,       11,      10  
LSTR,       11,      12 !L19 
 
 
AL,1,2,3,4   
AL,3,9,10,8  
AL,5,8,7,6   
AL,10,12,13,11   
AL,13,15,16,14   
AL,18,19,17,15   
APLOT  
 
 
   
AATT,       1,       1,   1,       0,    
 
!Determine the mesh     
LESIZE,2, , ,20, , , , ,1  
LESIZE,4, , ,20, , , , ,1  
LESIZE,12, , ,20, , , , ,1  
LESIZE,11, , ,20, , , , ,1  
 
   
LESIZE,5, , ,30, , , , ,1  
LESIZE,7, , ,30, , , , ,1 
LESIZE,18, , ,30, , , , ,1 
LESIZE,17, , ,30, , , , ,1 
 
  
LESIZE,1, , ,5, , , , ,1   
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LESIZE,10, , ,5, , , , ,1 
LESIZE,13, , ,5, , , , ,1 
LESIZE,16, , ,5, , , , ,1 
  
  
LESIZE,6, , ,8, , , , ,1  
LESIZE,8, , ,8, , , , ,1 
LESIZE,9, , ,8, , , , ,1 
LESIZE,14, , ,8, , , , ,1 
LESIZE,15, , ,8, , , , ,1 
LESIZE,19, , ,8, , , , ,1  
 
  
MSHAPE,0,2D  
MSHKEY,1 
   
AMESH,ALL   
 
 
   
!Construct the repetitive reentrant honeycombs 
FLST,4,760,2,ORDE,2  
FITEM,4,1    
FITEM,4,-760 
EGEN,2,3000,P51X, , , , , , , ,width_uc,,,  
 
FLST,4,1520,2,ORDE,2 
FITEM,4,1    
FITEM,4,-1520    
EGEN,4,10000,P51X, , , , , , , ,-2*width_uc, , ,   
 
FLST,4,6080,2,ORDE,2 
FITEM,4,1    
FITEM,4,-6080    
EGEN,2,40000,P51X, , , , , , , ,(b+c),-height_uc, ,   
 
EPLOT    
FLST,2,380,2,ORDE,2  
FITEM,2,7221 
FITEM,2,-7600    
EDELE,P51X   
 
FLST,2,760,2,ORDE,4  
FITEM,2,1141 
FITEM,2,-1520    
FITEM,2,6841 
FITEM,2,-7220    
EDELE,P51X  
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FLST,2,4370,2,ORDE,16    
FITEM,2,3041 
FITEM,2,-3819    
FITEM,2,3821 
FITEM,2,-3839    
FITEM,2,3841 
FITEM,2,-3859    
FITEM,2,3861 
FITEM,2,-3879    
FITEM,2,3881 
FITEM,2,-3899    
FITEM,2,4561 
FITEM,2,-6080    
FITEM,2,9121 
FITEM,2,-9595    
FITEM,2,10641    
FITEM,2,-12160   
EDELE,P51X 
 
FLST,2,5,2,ORDE,5    
FITEM,2,3820 
FITEM,2,3840 
FITEM,2,3860 
FITEM,2,3880 
FITEM,2,3900 
EDELE,P51X 
 
FLST,2,5,2,ORDE,2    
FITEM,2,9596 
FITEM,2,-9600    
EDELE,P51X 
 
NPLOT 
 
FLST,2,3756,1,ORDE,18    
FITEM,2,4268 
FITEM,2,4270 
FITEM,2,-4317    
FITEM,2,4319 
FITEM,2,-4375    
FITEM,2,4377 
FITEM,2,-4433    
FITEM,2,4435 
FITEM,2,-4491    
FITEM,2,4493 
FITEM,2,-4549    
FITEM,2,4551 
FITEM,2,-5523    
FITEM,2,43012    
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FITEM,2,43014    
FITEM,2,-43099   
FITEM,2,43105    
FITEM,2,-45523   
NDELE,P51X   
 
FLST,2,6,1,ORDE,3    
FITEM,2,43013    
FITEM,2,43100    
FITEM,2,-43104   
NDELE,P51X   
FLST,2,6,1,ORDE,6    
FITEM,2,4269 
FITEM,2,4318 
FITEM,2,4376 
FITEM,2,4434 
FITEM,2,4492 
FITEM,2,4550 
NDELE,P51X  
 
FLST,2,14505,1,ORDE,40   
FITEM,2,20001    
FITEM,2,-22523   
FITEM,2,23001    
FITEM,2,-23011   
FITEM,2,23013    
FITEM,2,-23048   
FITEM,2,23065    
FITEM,2,-23334   
FITEM,2,30001    
FITEM,2,-32523   
FITEM,2,33001    
FITEM,2,-35523   
FITEM,2,60001    
FITEM,2,-61267   
FITEM,2,61269    
FITEM,2,-61304   
FITEM,2,61318    
FITEM,2,-61353   
FITEM,2,61357    
FITEM,2,-61374   
FITEM,2,61376    
FITEM,2,-61411   
FITEM,2,61415    
FITEM,2,-61432   
FITEM,2,61434    
FITEM,2,-61469   
FITEM,2,61473    
FITEM,2,-61490   
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FITEM,2,61492    
FITEM,2,-61527   
FITEM,2,61531    
FITEM,2,-61548   
FITEM,2,61550    
FITEM,2,-61585   
FITEM,2,61589    
FITEM,2,-61606   
FITEM,2,70001    
FITEM,2,-72523   
FITEM,2,73001    
FITEM,2,-75523   
NDELE,P51X 
 
FLST,2,23,1,ORDE,6   
FITEM,2,23049    
FITEM,2,-23051   
FITEM,2,23062    
FITEM,2,-23064   
FITEM,2,23335    
FITEM,2,-23351   
NDELE,P51X 
 
FLST,2,23,1,ORDE,17  
FITEM,2,61305    
FITEM,2,-61307   
FITEM,2,61354    
FITEM,2,-61356   
FITEM,2,61375    
FITEM,2,61412    
FITEM,2,-61414   
FITEM,2,61433    
FITEM,2,61470    
FITEM,2,-61472   
FITEM,2,61491    
FITEM,2,61528    
FITEM,2,-61530   
FITEM,2,61549    
FITEM,2,61586    
FITEM,2,-61588   
FITEM,2,61607    
NDELE,P51X 
 
 
NUMMRG,NODE, , , ,LOW    
NUMMRG,ELEM, , , ,LOW    
NUMCMP,NODE  
NUMCMP,ELEM  
FLST,4,6640,2,ORDE,2 
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FITEM,4,1    
FITEM,4,-6640    
EGEN,3,120000,P51X, , , , , , , , ,-2*height_uc,,   
 
NUMMRG,NODE, , , ,LOW    
NUMMRG,ELEM, , , ,LOW    
NUMCMP,NODE  
NUMCMP,ELEM 
NSEL,S,LOC,Y,-12*height_uc+d 
                                    
NPLOT    
 
!Set up the boundary conditions. 
FLST,2,104,1,ORDE,20 
FITEM,2,55057    
FITEM,2,55116    
FITEM,2,-55133   
FITEM,2,55830    
FITEM,2,-55836   
FITEM,2,57563    
FITEM,2,57622    
FITEM,2,-57639   
FITEM,2,58336    
FITEM,2,-58342   
FITEM,2,60058    
FITEM,2,60117    
FITEM,2,-60134   
FITEM,2,60831    
FITEM,2,-60837   
FITEM,2,63452    
FITEM,2,63511    
FITEM,2,-63528   
FITEM,2,64225    
FITEM,2,-64231   
 
!The bottom few layers are constrained in all directions.  
D,P51X, ,0, , , ,ALL, , , , ,    
ALLSEL,ALL   
   
NSEL,S,LOC,Y,d   
 
FLST,2,68,1,ORDE,16  
FITEM,2,1744 
FITEM,2,1804 
FITEM,2,1864 
FITEM,2,-1878    
FITEM,2,5523 
FITEM,2,5583 
FITEM,2,5643 
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FITEM,2,-5657    
FITEM,2,8024 
FITEM,2,8084 
FITEM,2,8144 
FITEM,2,-8158    
FITEM,2,10196    
FITEM,2,10256    
FITEM,2,10316    
FITEM,2,-10330   
!The top layer is fixed horizontally.   
D,P51X, ,0, , , ,UX, , , , , 
 
FLST,2,68,1,ORDE,16  
FITEM,2,1744 
FITEM,2,1804 
FITEM,2,1864 
FITEM,2,-1878    
FITEM,2,5523 
FITEM,2,5583 
FITEM,2,5643 
FITEM,2,-5657    
FITEM,2,8024 
FITEM,2,8084 
FITEM,2,8144 
FITEM,2,-8158    
FITEM,2,10196    
FITEM,2,10256    
FITEM,2,10316    
FITEM,2,-10330   
!Displacement is added to the nodes in the top layer. 
D,P51X, ,S_dy, , , ,UY, , , , , 
 
ALLSEL,ALL   
FINISH  
 
!Solve the model 
/SOL 
/STATUS,SOLU 
ANTYPE,0 
!Enable large deflection. 
NLGEOM,1 
SOLVE    
FINISH   
 
/POST1   
Allsel,all 
!Obtain average left and right displacements. 
*set, U_L,(ux(71516)+ux(91147)+ux(108283)+ux(127914)+ux(145050)+ux(164681))/6 
*set, U_R,(ux(55646)+ux(75278)+ux(92413)+ux(112045)+ux(129180)+ux(148812))/6 
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!Calculate the horizontal and vertical strains 
*set, epslon_x,(U_R-U_L)/(width_uc*7+b) 
*set, epslon_y,S_dy/(12*height_uc) 
!Calculate the Poisson’s ratio 
*set, m_PR,-epslon_x/epslon_y 
finish 
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Chapter 11 Appendix C Experimental Data 
All measurements are in mm. In the tensile test, the lower end of the sample is pulled and 
the upper end is fixed. Therefore, the vertical displacement measured is negative. In the 
tables in this appendix, ΔLy denotes the vertical displacements and their absolute values 
are used in calculations. “Left” and “Right” refer to the horizontal displacements 
measured at the reference points on the left and right side of the model, respectively. ΔLx 
average means the averaged difference between the “Left” and “Right” displacements. εx, 
is the ratio of ΔLx average to the measured model width, and εy is the ratio of ΔLy to the 
measured model height. PR is the negative quotient of εx and εy. In PR calculations, the 
methodology in Section 4.7 is followed. The complete experimental data used for PR 
calculations are presented in Table 11-1, Table 11-2 and Table 11-3 (to three decimal 
places).      
   Table 11-1 Experimental data for model No.1 
Model No.1 
Measured Width (mm) Measured Height (mm) 
76 114.5 
First Sample 
Left Right ΔLx  ΔLx Average 6.510 
-2.900 4.063 6.963  ΔLy 2.883 
-3.187 3.550 6.737  εx 0.086 
-2.844 3.643 6.487  εy 0.025 
-2.707 3.146 5.853  PR -3.403 
       
Second 
Sample 
Left Right ΔLx  ΔLx Average 6.421 
-3.239 3.006 6.245  ΔLy 2.919 
-3.000 3.322 6.322  εx 0.085 
-3.274 3.163 6.437  εy 0.026 
-3.122 3.557 6.679  PR -3.314 
       
Third 
Sample 
Left Right ΔLx  ΔLx Average 6.827 
-3.696 3.503 7.199  ΔLy 3.021 
-3.269 3.521 6.790  εx 0.090 
-3.151 3.699 6.850  εy 0.026 
-2.927 3.54 6.467  PR -3.404 
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   Table 11-2 Experimental data for model No.2 
Model No.2 
Measured Width (mm) Measured Height (mm) 
76.5 169.5 
First Sample 
Left Right ΔLx  ΔLx Average 5.891 
-2.384 3.194 5.578  ΔLy 3.035 
-2.941 3.007 5.948  εx 0.077 
-2.759 3.282 6.041  εy 0.018 
-2.985 3.011 5.996  PR -4.301 
       
Second 
Sample 
Left Right ΔLx  ΔLx Average 6.193 
-2.458 3.192 5.650  ΔLy 2.856 
-3.295 2.974 6.269  εx 0.081 
-2.666 3.829 6.495  εy 0.017 
-3.202 3.156 6.358  PR -4.805 
       
Third 
Sample 
Left Right ΔLx  ΔLx Average 5.973 
-2.988 3.152 6.140  ΔLy 2.682 
-3.38 2.906 6.286  εx 0.078 
-2.487 3.624 6.111  εy 0.016 
-2.556 2.8 5.356  PR -4.935 
 
 
   Table 11-3 Experimental data for model No.3 
Model No.2 
Measured Width (mm) Measured Height (mm) 
76 171.5 
First Sample 
Left Right ΔLx  ΔLx Average 1.336 
-0.085 1.195 1.28  ΔLy 2.975 
-0.472 0.974 1.446  εx 0.018 
-0.185 0.996 1.181  εy 0.017 
-0.652 0.786 1.438  PR -1.014 
       
Second 
Sample 
Left Right ΔLx  ΔLx Average 1.419 
-0.807 0.683 1.49  ΔLy 2.932 
-0.938 0.514 1.452  εx 0.019 
-0.809 0.587 1.396  εy 0.017 
-0.779 0.557 1.336  PR -1.092 
       
Third 
Sample 
Left Right ΔLx  ΔLx Average 1.429 
-0.615 0.988 1.603  ΔLy 3.002 
-0.792 0.539 1.331  εx 0.019 
-0.735 0.698 1.433  εy 0.018 
-0.787 0.563 1.350  PR -1.075 
 
 
